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The purpose of this work is to examine the history and compositional elements of Steven 
Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Wind Ensemble, as well as to provide analysis 
and performance considerations for the work. The personal and idiosyncratic nature of 
the composition is important to understand for an effective performance of the concerto. 
Bryant drew upon limited material for creation of the composition, and an understanding 
of these elements will help provide a clearer conception of the work for both the 
performer and conductor. A realization of these factors have been derived from an 
analysis of the concerto, as well as through interviews conducted with those involved 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Purpose Statement 
 
The purpose of this document is to record the history of the commissioning and 
development of Steven Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone, provide an analysis of the 
compositional elements of the work, and to provide a performance guide for both the 
conductor and performer.  
 
Steven Bryant has gained stature as one of the most recognized and performed composers 
for the modern wind ensemble. His Concerto for Wind Ensemble and Ecstatic Waters 
have become prominent works of wind literature in this century and both works, as well 
as several others from his catalog, have been the subject of recent research. His music is 
regularly performed by middle school, high school and college bands across the country. 
He studied with John Corigliano at The Julliard School, Cindy McTee at the University 
of North Texas, and Francis McBeth at Ouachita University. He catalog contains vocal 
music, chamber works, and music for orchestra and bands. His most significant output is 





electroacoustical music.1 Bryant has won the National Band Association William D. 
Revelli composition contest on three occasions: Radiant Joy in 2007, Suite Dreams in 
2008 and Ecstatic Waters in 2010.2  
 
The Concerto was awarded the American Bandmasters Association Sousa / Ostwald 
Award in 2014, recognizing its excellence.3 It has received performances in the United 
States and Europe, including a performance at the 2015 World Saxophone Congress in 
Strasbourg, France and the 2017 International Saxophone Symposium, hosted by the 
United Stated Navy Band.4 It is a significant addition to the repertoire of both the 
saxophone and wind ensemble. More uniquely, this work was written not just for an 
instrument or even for a specific performer, but with one.5 With the formal recognition of 
the excellence of this work, as well as the unique conception of it, I felt it was important 
to capture the process of the creation of this concerto while it was still relatively fresh in 
the minds of those who helped bring this piece to life. 
 
Dr. Jamie Nix wrote the first academic paper on Bryant, discussing his work, Ecstatic 
Waters. In addition to an analysis and discussion of the work itself, Dr. Nix provided a 
detailed biography on Bryant through an extensive interview (the first available for 
                                                 
1 Steven Bryant, “Concerto for Alto Saxophone,” accessed April 8, 2018. 
https://www.stevenbryant.com/biography. 
2 National Band Association, “William D. Revelli Composition Contest,” Accessed April 8, 2018. 
https://nationalbandassociation.org/composition-contests/ 
3 Steven Bryant, Concerto for Alto Saxophone. (Durham, NC: Gorilla Salad Publications, 2014), inside 
cover. 
4 Howard Gourwitz and Joe Lulloff, interview by author, Cincinnati, OH, March 11, 2018. 





academic research). Dr. Matthew McCutchen completed an analysis of Bryant’s Radiant 
Joy and Suite Dreams in his work detailing the winners of the National Band 
Association’s Composition Contest. Seth Wollam wrote a master’s thesis on an analysis 
and comparison of three of Bryant’s works, Impercynations, Suite Dreams, Dusk, and the 
first movement from the Concerto for Wind Ensemble. This paper was most notable for 
its analysis of relationships between Bryant’s works. Dr. Guy Holliday wrote on Bryant’s 
Concerto for Wind Ensemble, and filled in some other appropriate background 
information on Bryant’s history and his musical influences on the Concerto for Wind 
Ensemble. Dr. Justin Davis wrote on Bryant’s work, Solace. This has some bearing on 
this work, since Bryant uses a chord progression from Solace in the Concerto for Alto 
Saxophone. Dr. Frank Perez wrote on “Grade 2-3 Electroacoustic Music for Wind 
Bands,” which features two of Bryant’s works, The Machine Awakes and Coil. His 
research deals primarily on technology and rehearsal issues encountered with this type of 
music, and thus does not relate to this project. Dr. William Staub III wrote on 
“Postmodernism and Borrowed Material in the Music of Steven Bryant.” While his 
research focuses on Bryant’s Parody Suite, Radiant Joy, and Concerto for Wind 
Ensemble, the discussion on Bryant’s use of borrowed material with newly composed 
material is relevant.  Dr. Trae Blanco wrote on “BCM International and its Role in 
Contemporary Wind Band”. His work contains additional biographical information about 
Bryant, particularly around the creation and his involvement with BCM International (the 
publishing group created by Eric Whitacre, Jonathan Newman, James Bonney and Steven 






Little scholarly research to date has been completed on concerti for saxophone with wind 
ensemble or band. This is in spite of the fact that Teaching Music through Performance 
in Band: Solos with Wind Band Accompaniment, published in 2012, lists 148 concerti for 
just alto saxophone and band. Significant contributions to the repertoire have also been 
added by notable composers including John Mackey, David Maslanka, Michael Colgrass, 
and Libby Larsen. Dr. Jeffery Waters wrote on the elements of serialism and tonality in 
Ross Lee Finney’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra of Wind Instruments. The 
scope of the project is primarily an analysis of the concerto, and does not provide 
performance suggestions beyond a comparison of pitch discrepancies between the score 
and solo part. Dr. Kevin Burns wrote an analysis and performers guide to Karel Husa’s 
Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Concert Band.  Finally, Dr. Christopher Rettie wrote an 
analysis for performers and conductors on Ingolf Dahl’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone 
and Wind Orchestra. Analysis of saxophone concerti otherwise have been from the 




Bryant used three primary musical building blocks for the Concerto for Alto Saxophone. 
Foremost is a motive derived from the first five notes of the saxophone part of Paul 
Creston’s Sonata for Alto Saxophone. Bryant also borrowed a chord progression he had 





working session with Prof. Joe Lulloff of Michigan State University, for whom the 
concerto was written, were used. The analysis will focus on the development and usage 
of these motives and elements.  
 
The fundamental building block of the work is the motive from Paul Creston’s Sonata for 
Alto Saxophone and Piano Op. 19. This work, written in 1939, is central to the 
saxophone’s repertoire, and is one of those pieces that every saxophonist is expected to 
have studied and performed. Bryant recounted his selection of the motive:  
 
I don't remember precisely. Having been a saxophone player, an alto 
player, I played it at some point in college…probably not very well. You 
know, that opening bar was still embedded in my memory, I can’t quite 
remember the moment exactly. It wasn’t calculated, I didn’t cast around 
for saxophone war horse pieces….The motive itself is the sort of motive I 
like to use any way so it would very much already fit with my 
predilections, so it was an obvious fit with the 3rds and half steps. It 
automatically has this built in chromaticism, so I knew I could string that 
together into sequences and flow it through tonalities. Those sort of 
motives I gravitate toward anyway…and it tied into my own history as a 
saxophonist and it would be a nice little inside joke or connection for 
every single saxophonist out there.6 
 
Throughout the analysis section of this document, I will describe a technique that 
Bryant uses to extend phrases using the notes of the Creston motive. I refer to it in 
my interview with Bryant in Appendix B as a pivot pitch. The pivot pitch may 
serve as the 4th note of the motive in the first tonality, but will also serve as the 
                                                 





first pitch of the motive in a new tonality. In the example below, the Bb is the 
fourth pitch of the Creston motive beginning on D. It also serves as the first note 
of the Creston motive starting on Bb. This dual purpose is reflected in the use of 
the parenthesis around the number, showing its second function. As the line 
descends, the Gb again serves as both the fourth pitch of the motive starting on 
Bb, as well as the first pitch of the motive starting on Gb.  
 
Figure 1. Example of the use of pivot pitch between versions of the motive contained within different 
tonalities.  
 
In addition to analysis, interviews were conducted with the composer, premiere soloist 
and conductor and the benefactor who commissioned the work. The guiding questions for 
these interviews were approved by The Ohio State University Institutional Review Board. 
 
The second chapter of this document will focus upon the historical background of the 
work, including its commissioning and the choices that Bryant made in the beginning of 
the compositional process. The commissioning of this work was made possible through 
the generosity of Howard Gourwitz. Howard played tenor saxophone in the Michigan 





began a successful tax law practice and served as an agent for professional hockey 
players. Through relationships that he has cultivated with both his alma mater, the 
University of Michigan, as well as with Michigan State University, he has found ways to 
give back to not only those music programs, but to the band community at large through 
his contributions to commission works such as John Mackey’s Asphalt Cocktail, Antique 
Violences and this work, Concerto for Alto Saxophone. 
 
The next three chapters will include an analysis of each movement, focusing primarily 
Bryant’s use of the compositional elements within them, specifically his use of the 
motive, chord progression and material from Lulloff that are used to construct the piece. 
The following two chapters will include a discussion of performance considerations for 




The concerto is inscribed with the dedication, “Commissioned by Howard J. Gourwitz as 
a gift to Saxophonist Joseph Lulloff (Professor of Saxophone at Michigan State 
University) and the Michigan State University Wind Symphony, Dr. Kevin Sedatole, 
Conductor.”7 These three men, with composer Steven Bryant, all played a significant role 
in the creation of the piece, which will be covered in the history chapter to follow.  
 
                                                 





Instrumentation of the concerto is generally standard wind ensemble formation, with one 
per part. Three flutes (1st doubling alto flute and 3rd doubling piccolo), 2 oboes, 2 
bassoons, 3 Bb clarinets, 1 bass clarinet, 1 contrabass clarinet (which is listed as 
optional), 2 alto saxophones, 1 tenor saxophone, 1 baritone saxophone, 3 Bb trumpets, 4 
horns, 2 trombones, 1 bass trombone, 2 euphoniums, 2 tubas, double bass, piano, timpani 
and 4 percussion parts. Percussion 1 uses vibraphone, glockenspiel and shaker in 
Movement I, crotales, suspended cymbal and bass drum in Movement II, and xylophone 
and vibraphone in Movement III. Percussion 2 utilizes sand blocks in Movement I, 
glockenspiel in Movement II and tambourine and tam-tam in Movement III. Percussion 3 
requires splash cymbal, suspended cymbal and a cymbal scrape in both Movements I and 
III, and vibraphone in Movement II. Percussion 4 calls for bass drum in Movements I and 
III, and chimes in Movement II. With this arrangement, no instruments are shared within 
the percussion section in any single movement, and only one of each instrument is 
required for performance.  
 
Due to the nature of the improvised cadenza, which will be discussed further in Chapters 
4 and 7, the length of performance for the concerto can vary. Available recordings 
currently show a range from between twenty-five to twenty-eight minutes. The first 
movement is approximately 5 minutes in length, and the third movement is 





large part to its slow pace. Without the improvised cadenza, the movement clocks in at 
approximately 14 minutes.8  
 
The concerto is self-published by Steven Bryant, and at the moment of this writing, is 
available from his website, stevenbryant.com.  
                                                 






Chapter 2. History 
 
A defining characteristic of Steven Bryant’s Concerto is how personally it is written for 
its recipient, Joe Lulloff. When a piece is written for such a singular performer (in this 
case, a classical performer who is just as adept at jazz improvisation) it allows the 
composer to fully explore the character of the performer, which is oftentimes far more 
interesting than the character of the instrument they play. The entire process to produce 
this work, from conception to premiere, commission to composition, is a story of 
relationships, which explains the focus and conception of this work. 
 
The foundation to this work was laid 17 years prior to its premiere, in 1997.9 Howard 
Gourwitz, a lawyer and an alumni of the University of Michigan (1969), was president of 
the Michigan Marching Band alumni association. Gourwitz graduated with his degree in 
three years, and had always missed being able to march a fourth year of college.10 After a 
band fund raising dinner, he approached the director of the Michigan Marching Band, 
Kevin Sedatole, to make an interesting request. The year 1998 would be the 100th 
anniversary of the Michigan Marching Band and their fight song, The Victors. It would 
also be Gourwitz’s 50th birthday.11 Gourwitz asked if Sedatole would let him audition for 
the Michigan Marching Band for the upcoming season. As Gourwitz stated, “He must 
have laughed for a minute and a half. And I just sat there. And he looked at me and said, 
                                                 
9 Howard Gourwitz and Joe Lulloff, interview by author, Cincinnati, OH, March 11, 2018. 
10 Tom Kirvan, “U-M Band Alum Rejoice in Homecoming Spirit,” LegalNews.com. 






‘You’re serious, aren’t you Howard?’ I said, ‘Yes sir, I am.’”12 After making sure 
Gourwitz understood that he would have to make it on his audition, and be able to keep 
up with the college students, Sedatole agreed to let him audition. Howard made the band, 
and a friendship was born out of that opportunity.13 Gourwitz continued to follow 
Sedatole’s career as he moved back down to Texas, and then back north again, this time 
to Michigan State University.14  
 
After Sedatole arrived at Michigan State, he mentioned to Lulloff that he had a friend that 
he thought Lulloff would like to know, as he maintained a collection of saxophones and 
was an avid enthusiast of the instrument.15 Their first meeting occurred at a dinner held 
after a Michigan State football game, where they happened to be sitting on the same 
couch.16 This was the beginning of a very deep friendship that developed between 
Gourwitz and Lulloff, and a friendship that was key to the commissioning of this work. 
In Gourwitz’s words, “We’re very good friends. And so, we become, like there’s nobody 
I’m closer to than Joe and Janet. And I love the saxophone, I’ve always loved the 
saxophone. I’ve always loved music. But I had no idea I would actually someday be able 
to give back.”17 
 
                                                 










Meanwhile, Sedatole discussed with Lulloff the possibility of having a concerto written 
for him and the Michigan State University Wind Symphony. Lulloff offered the names of 
various composers who he thought might be good to look into, including Bryant.18 It was 
a performance of Bryant’s Concerto for Wind Ensemble that helped solidify in Lulloff’s 
mind that he wanted to pursue a concerto from Bryant. He recounted, “And I think that’s 
when I put two and two together. Yeah…yeah…that’s the one. That’s the one. That’s the 
way he treats saxophones. That’s the way I hear the piece. My saxophone students were 
all over it.”19  
 
The next step in the process occurred at the American Bandmasters Association 
conference in 2012, when Lulloff was performing John Mackey’s Soprano Saxophone 
Concerto with the Michigan State University Wind Symphony. Bryant was in attendance 
since they were ending the concert with the fifth movement of Bryant’s Concerto for 
Wind Ensemble.20  
 
It was Lulloff’s performance of the Mackey concerto that grabbed the attention of Bryant. 
He stated about the performance, “…the way Joe could play so extraordinarily softly, 
sitting in that hall and filling this really, really big hall with this sound, and yet it be just 
on the threshold of hearing it. Something about that moment, I thought, Oh there is 
potential here for something I really want to make.”21 
                                                 
18 Howard Gourwitz and Joe Lulloff, interview by author, Cincinnati, OH, March 11, 2018. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Kevin Sedatole, interview by author, phone interview, March 17, 2018 






That evening, after the concert, Lulloff, Sedatole, Gourwitz and Bryant were all out at a 
post-concert party with the students from the Michigan State Wind Symphony. As 
Gourwitz tells the story, he saw Bryant and said to him, “You know, Joe would really 
love it if you would write a concerto for him.” Bryant stated he was several years out in 
commissions at the time, but Gourwitz replied he wanted to mention it since Lulloff had 
discussed it with him.22 At this time, Sedatole and Lulloff joined the two of them at the 
table, and Gourwitz decided to leave to let them talk over the logistics. Gourwitz stated 
that once he returned to the table, “I said, ‘So, are you going to do it?’ And I looked at 
them, they looked and me, I said, ‘We’re doing it. Let’s go.’”23 
 
In preparation for the piece, Lulloff sent Bryant some recordings of his own 
performances, along with recordings of favorite works for saxophone including the 
Descenclos Prelude, Cadence et Finale, the Dahl Concerto and the Husa Concerto. 
Lulloff also stated he wanted the piece to be virtuosic, asking Bryant to push him.24  
 
In the fall of 2013, Lulloff attended a rehearsal where the clarinetist, Guy Yehuda, 
Associate Professor of Clarinet at Michigan State University, was performing the Clarinet 
Concerto by John Corigliano. Inspired by the performance of the first movement, Lulloff 
                                                 
 







called Bryant to offer that work as inspiration as well. Bryant replied that he was already 
working with that idea for the first movement.25  
 
In January of 2014,26 Lulloff flew down to North Carolina to work with Bryant on the 
Concerto.27 During a session together on a Saturday morning, Bryant gave Lulloff some 
of the material from the third movement, and asked him to improvise over it, which 
Bryant recorded.28 During the session, Bryant ran additional ideas past Lulloff, including 
the rips late in the third movement, and how high into the altissimo register the solo part 
should ascend.29 When discussing the end of the concerto, Lulloff suggested the ‘freak-
out’ technique that appears in the third movement, measures 238-239.30  
 
After Lulloff left, Bryant continued to work with the material he had recorded from 
Lulloff’s visit. The second movement was the last movement to be created, and Bryant 
found two interesting ways to include Lulloff’s improvisations in this movement. First, 
he transcribed some of Lulloff’s improvisations and placed them right in the middle of 
the slow music, altering the musical world that had been set up at the beginning of the 
movement. Amidst music happening at half-note = 45 (which is the pulse you feel), the 
saxophone soloist enters totally out of time at quarter-note = 132-136, all while the 
                                                 
25 Howard Gourwitz and Joe Lulloff, interview by author, Cincinnati, OH, March 11, 2018. 
26 Steven Bryant, “Concerto for Alto Saxophone,” last modified May 1, 2014. Accessed March 15, 2018. 
https://www.stevenbryant.com/news/concerto-for-alto-saxophone. 
27 Ibid. 







original music continues on at that pace. Bryant states, “…those little bursts of fast tempo 
stuff, those are all direct transcriptions, where I would write the slow music and I would 
plop in a fragment of his improvisations in there, over it, and that disjunct, two world 
feeling was literally what was happening, and that tempo was about the same as the 3rd 
movement because that’s where it’s from.”31 
 
Bryant also found another way to incorporate Lulloff’s improvisations. In the second 
movement, from measure 118-132, the saxophone solo line is a direct transcription of 
Lulloff’s improvisation, only taken out of time. Bryant describes it,  
“Page 44, so that whole passage through 132 up until the credenza, that’s 
just a transcription of something he played. I still have all these files 
somewhere, I don’t throw anything away. So that was, if I recall correctly, 
that is literally what he played, but all this was over the 3rd movement. So 
at a different tempo. So what I did is took the file out, took out all the 
reference stuff, and just played it out of context, but then I started 
improvising these long gossamer harmonies around it, based on  it. And it 
just ‘Like oh, this is fun!’ I mean, it’s a whole different direction. Because 
I was recontextualizing it and writing music around someone else’s notes 
but those person’s notes were based on my notes to start with. You know, 
so it was run through a Joe Lulloff filter.”32  
 
The second movement was the last movement to be completed, just weeks before the 
premiere.33  
 
The world premieree performance of the Concerto for Alto Saxophone by Steven Bryant, 
commissioned by Howard Gourwitz took place on April 22, 2014, with Joe Lulloff, 
                                                 
31 Steven Bryant, interview by author, phone interview, March 8, 2018. 
32 Ibid. 





soloist, and Kevin Sedatole conducting the Michigan State Wind Symphony. A complete 














Chapter 3. Movement I 
 
Figure 3. Form of Movement I, Concerto for Alto Saxophone 
 
Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone is primarily built upon a motive from the opening 
notes of the Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano, Op. 19 by Paul Creston.34 
 
Figure 4. First five notes (concert pitch) of the Creston Sonata for Alto Saxophone, compared with motive 
used by Steven Brant. 
 
The Creston motive is the central unifying building block of this work, as it is used both 
melodically and harmonically. As the alto saxophone enters alone for the first 18 
measures, the use of the motive begins immediately. Bryant begins the motive on the 3rd 
pitch, and the line ascends up to the 1st pitch, then back down to rest on the 3rd pitch again 
essentially inverting the motive.  
                                                 
34 Paul Creston, Sonata Op. 19 for Eb Alto Saxophone and Piano. (Delaware Water Gap, PA: Shawnee 






Figure 5. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 1-8. Demonstrating use of Creston motive, 
beginning on pitch three and ascending.  
 
Bryant sequences the motive throughout the work as well, using a pivot pitch as a bridge 
between sequences of the motive in a line. In measure 24 and 25, he uses sequencing and 
moves the line to a higher pitch level through octave displacement of the third note of the 
motive. The woodwind lines that begin at measure 19 follow a similar shape and usages 
of the motive as is seen in the solo line.  
 
Figure 6. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 22-27. Demonstration of use of pivot 





At measure 38, Bryant makes the first use of harmony built upon the Creston motive, 
though it is highly obscured through trills in the saxophone section. Two tetrads built 
upon the Creston motive appear concurrently at this point. The first tetrad is built within 
the saxophone section, using alto 1 and 2, tenor sax, and the alto soloist. Together they 
form the tetrad D-C-A-Bb. Looking at the clarinet section, the pitches Eb, Db and B are 
present. Much in the same way that one pitch serves as a bridge in the melodic sections, 
in this case, the Bb in the alto saxophone 2 part serves as a bridge, completing a tetrad of 
the Creston motive, Eb, Db, Bb, B. With this, two tetrads, a half-step apart, are present. 
This same technique of building two tetrads with a pivot pitch is more clearly present in 






Figure 7. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 35-39. Chord built on two separate tetrads 
built on the first four notes of the Creston motive with alto saxophone 2 serving as the pivot pitch existing 
in each tetrad. 
 
At measure 63 the clearest version of the harmony to this point created from the motive is 
present in the horn and trombone part in the form of a pentachord, A-G-E-F-Ab. This 
sustained harmony precedes the pointillistic solo line that begins in the following 
measure, while the rest of the woodwinds continue to play lines similar to the beginning 






Figure 8. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measure 63. Chord built from the Creston motive A-
G-E-F-Ab.   
 
The Creston motive is rhythmically augmented in measure 79, and is used as a bass line 
performed by the bassoons, bass clarinets and double bass. The motive is disrupted by 
octave displacement between pitches 1 and 2, pitches 3 and 4 and between pitches 5 and 
6. This disguises the motive through augmentation and octave displacement. This long 
line supports a soaring melody from the soloist, built as well from the motive, though 






Figure 9. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 79-86. Demonstrating use of rhythmic 
augmentation of motive to create sustained lines underneath soloist.  
 
At measure 102 the bass line, as presented in bassoon 1 and 2, bass clarinet, contrabass 
clarinet, double bass and piano, sequences pitches 3, 4 and 5 of the Creston motive, with 
pitch 5 serving also as pitch three of the next sequence. This raises each sequence the 
distance of a major third, while also increasing the relative pace of the line through 
rhythmic modulation, increasing the frequency until the full extended motive is stated in 
the bass voices in measures 107-109. Above the bass line, the flutes and oboes are 
involved with different variations of the Creston motive, while the soloist works toward 






Figure 10. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 105-109. Multiple uses of Creston motive 
as bass line in bassoons as well as melodic material in alto flute and flute 2.   
 
At measure 116, Bryant stacks the Creston motive through staggered entrances in the 
brass section. All entrances are doubled in the euphonium part. The resulting chord is 






Figure 11. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 116-119. Creston motive used to build 
chord through staggered entrances.  
 
Also interesting at this point of the work is Bryant’s inclusion of the Solace chord 
progression that plays a prominent role in the second movement. (This chord progression 
will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 4.) From measure 116 to 119, the brass 
builds a chord built from the Creston motive on D-C-A-A#-C#. In measure 120, the 





in the harmony. Measure 123 contains the next chord from the progression, A major, also 
obscured within the harmony. 
 
Figure 12. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 116-123. Concert F provided by first 
trumpet entrance in measure 120 hides a Bb minor chord within the chord built on Creston motive, chord in 
measure 123 contains an A major chord, the second chord of the Solace chord progression.  
 
The progression continues more clearly from measures 127-134, where the next three 
chords of the progression occur, supporting the soloist’s ascent to the highest pitch in the 
movement, an altissimo C. The progression ends in measure 135 where a C major triad 
appears with both a major and minor 7th stacked on top of it. As the Solace progression 
ends, in measure 136, the clarinets and alto saxophones play a chord built from the 
Creston motive B-A-F#-G-A#, while simultaneously the trumpets and trombones are 






Figure 13. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 135-136. Chord built from Creston motive 
in measure 136.  
 
 
Figure 14. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 134-138. Use of Creston motive as 






As demonstrated in earlier examples, Bryant uses a pivot pitch to connect two separate 
chords built from the Creston motive. Beginning in measure 162, the baritone saxophone 
intones pitch 3 of the motive, followed by the tenor with pitch 2, alto saxophone 2 
provides pitch 1. Alto saxophone 1 and the alto soloist, are playing what will serve as 
both pitch 4 of the first sequence D-C-A-Bb, as well as pitch 1 of the next sequence, Bb-
Ab-F-Gb. The harmony created by the first sequence begins to be obscured by written out 
trills as the second motive’s harmony is created in the clarinets. Then, at measure 171, 
just as the second sequence begins to be obscured similarly by trills, the trumpets and 
horns play the full version of the harmony, D-C-A-(Bb)-Ab-F-G, with the horn 1 part 






Figure 15. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 165-172. Creston chord built first in 
saxophones, then followed by clarinets with alto sax 1 providing the pivot pitch between tonalities. Same 
two chords introduced simultaneously in the trumpets and horns at measure 171 with horn 1 providing the 
pivot pitch.  
 
As the ensemble provides sharp, pointed attacks that quicken then lessen in speed in 
contrast to a flowing melody in the solo line, the horns prepare to announce the motive at 
measure 188. The first pitch (Db) is played by stopped horn for two full measures, then 
open for two and a half measures growing from niente to fortissimo where they are then 
joined by the first trombone for the statement of the motive in its native form.  
 
At measure 227, Bryant states the motive in the saxophone soloist and high brass, 





on the next bar. This half-step movement, followed by octave displacement between 
pitches 2 and 3 further obscures the motive, but the upward motion creates a dramatic 
ascension toward the climax.  
 
Figure 16. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 227-231. Use of motive starting on pitch 
5, disguised by rhythmic augmentation and octave displacement.  
 
At measure 232, Bryant switches from melodic to harmonic utilization of the motive, and 
lowers the motive a half-step. This motive is spelled A-G-E-F-Ab. In measure 235, 
Bryant drops the A (pitch one) of the motive and uses the remaining pitches to create a 
dissonant chord that builds tension before bringing the ensemble back to concert A. The 
pitch is stated first by the soloist in bar 236, then echoed by the full brass section, low 
reeds, double bass, piano and timpani in measure 237. The intensity settles and the 
movement ends similar to how it began, with the soloist trilling on concert A, until it 








Chapter 4. Movement II 
 
 
Figure 17. Form of Movement II, Concerto for Alto Saxophone 
 
The second major architectural component of Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone is 
the chord progression from the work Solace. While it is used in the first movement, its 
presence is less obvious. In the second movement, it is a major part of the construction of 
the work, and serves as a form of chaconne in the beginning of the second movement, 
supplying much of the underlying harmony. 
 






The composer Eric Whitacre liked the chord progression from Solace and told Bryant 
that he should reuse the material again.35  Bryant was drawn to the chord progression 
because he liked the sound of the third of the minor chord remaining as the common tone 
as it moves to a major chord whose root is a half-step lower.36 He also cited its chromatic 
motion as being significant for its ability to work in conjunction with the Creston 
motive.37 
The original chord progression begins on a Bb minor chord. Here, at the beginning of the 
second movement, it is transposed to G minor. Its first iteration is skeletal in nature, only 
forming some of the notes of the chord at a time. For instance, at measures 4 and 5 
(shown below) the D appears alone against the Bb in the treble voice of the piano. In 
measure 5, Bb and G are both intoned, without the D. In measure 12, Ab major is 
outlined with the Ab and C present in the bass.  
 
Figure 19. Concerto for Alto Saxophone, 2nd movement. Measure 4-8 and measure 12. Bb minor chord 
outlined in first example, Ab major chord suggested in second example.   
 
                                                 
35 Steven Bryant, “Concerto for Alto Saxophone,” last modified May 1, 2014. Accessed March 15, 2018. 
https://www.stevenbryant.com/news/concerto-for-alto-saxophone. 
36 Consideration to just intonation should be given to the chord progression where appropriate. It is 
important to remember that in just intonation, the third of a minor chord needs to be raised 16 cents, while 
the same note, serving as a third of a major chord, should be lowered 14 cents. While the note name is the 
same, the exact pitch is not. 





Measure 22 reintroduces the chord progression, this time filling out the chords with help 
from the clarinets, trumpets and trombones. These voicings give us a fuller picture of the 
chord progression. Measure 22 begins with a G minor chord, followed by Gb major in 
measure 25. Measure 27 introduces the third chord of the progression, Ab major. 
 
Figure 20. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement, measures 22-27. Solace chord progression used: G 
minor in measure 22, Gb Major in measure 25, Ab major in measure 27.  
 
The time, marked by the slowly passing ostinato Bb present in the treble voice of the 
piano, is finally interrupted by a “bop-ish” 38 solo alto line at measure 18 that is dropped 
on top of the slow music that continues at the original tempo underneath. Saxophone 
soloist and double bass are in time with each other (marked quarter note = 126-132) at 
measure 36, but out of time with the ensemble, which is still at half-note = 45. The 
                                                 






ostinato in the treble voice of the piano continues at the slower rate while the soloist plays 
this bop-ish interruption.  
 
Bryant’s comfort with placing jazz elements within the more austere form of his large 
works is notable. Bryant’s father, a music educator, was a master’s student studying 
trumpet performance at North Texas State (now the University of North Texas) in the 
60’s. He performed in the Two O’Clock Lab Band, occasionally subbing in the top One 
O’Clock Lab Band. Bryant used a transcription of a jazz solo performed by his father in 
his Concerto for Wind Ensemble as one of its primary compositional elements.39 It is 
clear in his music that he has a comfort with jazz and finds a way to make it fit within the 
context of a concert work, without it sounding foreign or forced into the mold.  
 
The inspiration for the sudden interruption was a product of a visit that Lulloff paid to 
Bryant early in 2014. Bryant gave Lulloff some material from the third movement to 
work from and asked him to improvise over it. Bryant recorded Lulloff improvising for 
about ten minutes. As Bryant described it later, “those little bursts of fast tempo stuff, 
those are all direct transcriptions, where I would write the slow music and I would plop in 
a fragment of his improvisations in there, over it, and that disjunct, two world feeling was 
literally what was happening.”40 
 
                                                 
39 Guy Malcolm Holliday, “Steven Bryant’s Concerto for Wind Ensemble: Musical Analysis and 
Considerations for Conductors” DMA diss., Claremont Graduate University, 2013, 15.  





In addition, the solo line in measures 118-132 is a transcription of music Lulloff 
improvised while working with Bryant that day. Bryant manipulated the material and 
rhythmically augmented it, pulling it largely out of the context that it was originally 
performed in (the tempo of the third movement). 
 
Measure 41 marks a new iteration of the Solace chord progression, but this time 
beginning up a half step on Ab minor. It returns to begin again on G minor in measure 58, 
underneath the first slow music entrance from the soloist in this movement. 
Measure 69 provides another bop-ish run for the soloist and bass, but this time without 
the piano accompaniment in time. This time, the whole ensemble is together at the faster 
tempo, though it is not until measure 77 that the saxophone section starts to join the 
soloist with accompanying lines that are similar to the solo line.  
 
Figure 21. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement, measures 77-79. Entrance of saxophone section 
imitating soloist line.  
 
After a fermata on a unison Db, the ensemble returns to half-note = 45. The Solace chord 





the Creston motive, beginning on pitch 5.  This point at measure 100 is the most obvious 
use of both the Solace chord progression and the Creston motive together in one place.  
 
Measure 132 marks the cadenza. The measure contains the directions to “Improvise 
based on central motive of piece, or use a cadenza available from stevenbryant.com.” A 
transcription of Joe Lulloff’s cadenza is available on Bryant’s website. This option for the 
cadenza creates challenges that will later be discussed in the chapter on the saxophone 
performance considerations.  
 
As the ensemble begins to build after the cadenza, a strong declaration of Ab (persistently 
in the mallet percussion for the next twenty-three measures) and Eb will set a near static 
harmony for all but a few measures until measure 159. Finally at 160 the mallet 
percussion change pitch for the first time. During this time, the trumpets and horns play a 
unison line largely built upon the Creston motive. As is common throughout the work, 
the Creston motive is obfuscated through the use of octave displacement. The line at 
measure 150 begins with an augmented version of the motive that begins the third 
movement. However, the motive is more clearly stated in its native state in measure 155 






Figure 22. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement, measure 150 and 3rd movement, measure 3. 
Rhythmic augmentation of 3rd movement motive used in 2nd movement.  
 
At measure 162, Bryant uses an interesting effect against the alto soloist sustaining a five 
measure long B. Here, in the flute line, Bryant begins the motive with pitches 1, 2, 3 and 
4. But here pitch 4 serves as pitch 1 of the next iteration of the motive which is stated by 
flute 2, with pitches 2, 3 and 4, which serves as pitch 1 for the next iteration played by 
flute three, at another pitch level. 
 
Figure 23. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement. Motive transferred between voices as pivot pitch 
transfers line to next voice.  
 
After the Creston motive is finally stated again by the alto saxophone, the Solace chord 
progression begins at measure 171, beginning in G minor, which is the same tonality as 
the beginning. At measure 193, the chord progression is brought back in its original 





motive throughout the final twenty-seven measures of the work, and the chord 










Chapter 5. Movement III 
 
Figure 24. Form Movement III, Concerto for Alto Saxophone 
 
 
The third movement starts with a fast and angular version of the Creston motive. 
Whereas the first movement started on the third pitch, and created a line that flowed up 
and down, this treatment of the motive features a leap of the third pitch up a major 6th.  
 
Figure 25. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measure 3 and 4. Creston motive as introduced by 
alto saxophone soloist.  
 
Another change to the motive featured prominently in this movement is an alteration to 
the fifth pitch. Previously, in this version of the motive, the notes would be G-F-D-Eb-F#. 
However, Bryant reverses motion, and changes the final pitch to a half step above the 
beginning pitch, rather than a half step below, and leaps down instead of steps up. This 





introduced by the alto saxophone in measure 6, and soon after in clarinet 1 in measure 11, 
bassoon and bass clarinet in measure 13 and 14. 
 
Figure 26. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 5 and 6. Creston motive with fifth pitch 
raised a half step.  
 
It is also used to continue a line as a pivot pitch in measure 15 and 16 in the solo alto 
saxophone line.  
 
Figure 27. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 15-17. Use of modified fifth pitch of 
Creston motive as pivot pitch material.  
 
While this version of the motive is being passed between the soloist and the ensemble, 
the piano has four and five note tone clusters based on the motive as well, beginning in 







The double bass begins a walking bass line in measure 19, based on the D-C-A-A#-C# 
version of the Creston motive, supporting continued development of the version of the 
Creston motive introduced at the beginning of the movement.  
 
Figure 28. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measure 19. Creston motive material used as 
walking bass line.  
 
After the heavy 16th note based motion that begins the movement, measure 25 begins to 
introduce more rhythmic variety and syncopation with lines in the brass built upon the 
Creston motive. 
 
Figure 29. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 25-30. Use of syncopation to disguise 
Creston motive under soloist line.  
 
The third movement to this point is built upon broken variations of the Creston motive, 
through both octave displacement, and through rhythmic syncopation. It makes the 





The horns and euphonium are the only ones to play the motive in its native form, with 
other instruments playing it with differing octave displacement. The first four notes of the 
motive are clearly performed in its native shape, with the fifth pitch played as a staccato 
8th note. A similar legato statement happens at measure 62.  
 
Figure 30. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 60-65. Use of sudden rhythmic 
augmentation of motive at measure 62 in brass.  
 
Measure 74 includes a note in the solo saxophone part to improvise until measure 90. The 
chord progression centers mostly in Eb minor and Bb minor. The texture is quite open 
here, as the soloist is playing primarily with the flutes, alto sax 1, trumpet 1 with harmon 
mute, stopped horns, piano, bass and vibraphone, all of whom are marked at mezzo 






At measure 135, the music rhythmically slows down in the winds as the soloist rests. 
While trumpets and horns play the Creston motive, the low brass and low reeds play an 
ascending scale that is built upon the Creston motive, reworked to stepwise pattern.  
 
Figure 31. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 135-143. Use of motive in trumpets and 
horns as melodic material. Scale derived from motive used in trombones and euphoniums.  
 
At measure 148 the texture dramatically lightens, and the soloist begins to interact with 
the flutes and oboes, and at times is doubled at the octave by the piccolo. As this section 
progresses, it grows into an almost humoresque conversation back and forth between the 
soloist, chromatic lines in the woodwinds, and punchy syncopated lines by stopped and 
muted brass. The passage is accentuated by the grossness of the soloist growling in the 
altissimo register, against the generally light and bright timbre of the ensemble.  
 
At measure 188, the sound begins to change again. The solo line is punctuated by 





and low reeds begin to build tension through an ascending bass line built from the scale 
created from the Creston motive F#-E-C#-D-F, and the oboes play a melodic line built 
from the Creston motive A-G-E-F-G#. These long lines contrast the virtuosic music in 
the solo part. 
 
Figure 32. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 191-196. Contrasting uses of Creston 
motive in different tonalities in oboes and bassoons. 
 
The build-up created from the rising line in the low reeds and double bass pushes to 
measure 200, where Bryant brings back the Solace chord progression in the eighth note 
chords that propel the soloist through to the end. The Solace progression starts at measure 
223 in F minor, and proceeds to E major and then Gb major. Then Bryant intersperses a 
chord built on the Creston motive A-G-E-F-Ab, then to Gb major again, the Creston 
chord again, and finally returning to Gb major again. A new Solace progression begins in 
G# minor in measure 228 and proceeds four chords into it before restarting on Bb minor 
in measure 232. B major is hit three times before moving to C minor then back to C 
major (which could be considered the first two chords of the Solace progression). 
Measure 240 contains an F dominant chord with both a C and C# present. The final two 





chords, the soloist holds an F#, which enharmonically as a Gb, sounds a minor seventh 
above the Ab root. 
At measure 210, the soloist joins the horn section as they play a sweeping melody derived 
from the Creston motive. Bryant told Lulloff he wanted the power of the saxophone 
soloist to connect with the band at this point.41 The remainder of the solo is built on 
sweeping lines and ascending rips, some of which are derived from scales built on the 
first four notes of the Creston motive. There is a significant amount of effects including 
growing, flutter-tonguing, an overtone scream and a significant amount of altissimo 
work. Two 16th note passages in measure 236 and 237 contain some of the most 
displaced quotations of the Creston motive, with large octave displacement intervals 
totally obscuring the contour of the motive.  
 
Figure 33. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 236-241. Final use of Creston motive, 
disguised by octave displacement and large leaps. Also demonstrating ‘freak out’ scream over measures 
237-238.  
                                                 





When asked about the ending, Bryant stated he likes “visceral” music that grabs you and 
forces you to pay attention.42 He creates incredible drama through the final forty-one 
measures of music. A manipulation of his chord progression from Solace allows him to 
raise the tonality from F minor to B major over the course of that period. The soloist also 
plays some of the most technically challenging music of the concerto at the end, 
concluding with the highest pitch the soloist will play.  
                                                 





Chapter 6. Conductor Considerations 
Since this work is built in large part upon the Creston motive, time should be taken to 
acquaint the ensemble to various versions of the motive. Understanding how the motive 
is used can help with phrasing, especially with sustained phrases. Recognition of the 
motive as well can help the woodwinds understand the basis for the technical passages 
they will encounter, and recognition of the patterns can assist with their ability to digest, 
practice and execute those passages. It can also be used to acquaint the ensemble with 
how the motive is extended through pivot pitches to create longer phrases, but stay true to 




An initial consideration should be the time signature at the beginning of the first 
movement. 12/16 is an unusual time signature, and many musicians may not be familiar 
with it.43 Bryant stated he chose the time signature since he needed duple subdivisions, 
and he felt that 2/4 time written with triplets would have been unwieldy. It was also 
informed by the same rhythmic texture in the third movement of his Concerto for Wind 
Ensemble.44 While that was written in 6/8, the lines here appear as if they were written in 
12/16, broken into four subdivisions of three sixteenth notes. 
                                                 
43 Kevin Sedatole. Interview with author. Phone Interview. March 17, 2018. 






Figure 34. Concerto for Wind Ensemble 3rd movement, measures 508-512.  
 
As the dotted eighth note receives the pulse, dotted quarter notes will receive two. The 
time signature will create challenges later on in the work. While the early part of the 
movement contains mostly 16th notes (of which there are three to the beat), later sections, 
such as measures 135-138 (trumpet and trombones), will present challenges with 
counting and create issues with the precise realization of those rhythms.  
 
Figure 35. Concerto for Alto Saxophone, 1st movement, measures 134-138. Example of syncopated rhythms 
over 12/16 time signature.   
 
The Bryant Concerto presents a number of challenges for the conductor throughout the 





first entrance of the ensemble saxophones in measures 19 through 21 is an example of an 
issue encountered quite often in the first movement. Their entrances are spaced apart, and 
end at different points as well. Ensemble musicians need to understand, especially in the 
first movement, the independence of their parts and that within sections they do not often 
play together even though their lines may be exactly the same. Another early example of 
this in the first movement occurs in measures 43-51 as a line is transferred through the 
saxophones and clarinets. This also demonstrates another technique that is used 
especially through the first two movements of the work, the decrescendo to niente. Good 
tonal and intonation control through to the end of the line is important, especially as the 
sections move to that dynamic together. Also, entrances here are marked at pianississimo. 
Obviously the lines need to be heard, but the importance is that they lay underneath the 
soloist through this opening music.  
 
Measure 63 demonstrates another opportunity. The first chord intoned by the brass is 
marked at pianississimo, with horns playing stopped and trombones with straight mutes. 
This chord is built from the Creston motive, which will create a tone cluster. The horns 
play A-G-E-F over the trombones Ab. Tuning the pairs of horns that play in thirds first, 
and then once secure on their intonation, adding the trombones in octaves on the Ab will 
help prepare for this first entrance. As the Creston motive is used harmonically in this 
way throughout the entirety of this work, making sure performers know who they are in 






Figure 36. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measure 63. Creston motive A-G-E-F-Ab. Notice 
tone cluster, dynamics and muting/stopping.  
 
Measure 76 and 77 present another common challenge in this movement, synchronization 
of the line between soloist and ensemble. The alto soloist plays a line that is handed off to 
the piccolo. Care will need to be taken to ensure soloist and ensemble are at the same 
volume. The pianississimo marking in the piccolo part may present a challenge for the 
performer to play confidently enough to ensure good intonation as well. Attention to the 
balance between the voices will also be important to consider. 
 
As an aside, in discussion with Dr. Sedatole about his experience conducting this work on 
multiple occasions, he noted that while there are some difficult parts in this work, it 
seemed the flute parts seemed to be especially so, especially with high school students.45 
                                                 






Note that at measure 116 and following, as the trombones and trumpets enter, they are 
called to enter with bag mutes, and horns with straight mutes. As bag mutes tend to 
flatten pitch, and the straight mutes tend to raise it slightly, this can be a challenge to tune 
if attention is not called to the passage ahead of time.  
 
Another technique used throughout the work can be found in measure 121 through to 
125. The trombones are engaged in long glissandi that Bryant has marked to occur evenly 
over the entire notated duration. Arrival to the notated pitch should not occur until the 
beginning of the bar. Drawing out a long glissando evenly over the full measure may 
need to be practiced, especially since this can be even a half step of distance at times. At 
this particular example, all three trombones are shifting over different sizes of intervals as 
well (whole step, minor third and major third), so each performer will have to move at a 
different speed to cover the greater difference in slide positions. Accuracy is important as 
well, since generally the arrival is on a new pitch important to the harmonic progression. 






Figure 37. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 121-122. Slow glissando notated in 
trombone parts. Challenge of coordinating three different glissandi over the course of the time.  
 
In measure 175 through 178, the trumpets begin a technique that is used throughout the 
work: repeating a note at an increasing and then decreasing rate of speed. Bryant has 
taken care to note at which point the articulation should achieve its fastest speed. Since 
players are not playing together toward the same rhythmic end here, each should be 
comfortable to achieve the rhythmic acceleration independently, to the speed generally 
relative to where the 16ths would be felt in time. 
 
Figure 38. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 181-184, gradual acceleration and 






It should be noted Bryant is very specific with his notation of trills throughout the 
concerto. While the first movement contains half-step trills, in the second movement, he 
directs the saxophones to play whole-step trills at measure 41, while the alto flute 
performs a half-step trill. 
 
Bryant also writes measured trills. This can be seen at measure 193 in the low reeds. 
Again, Bryant notates the point where the trill should reach its fastest point. While it is 
written out for two bars, the trill is shown with traditional notation for an additional three 
measures. It is not until the final bar that Bryant notates that the trill should reach its 
fastest point. Care should be taken by the players to ensure the trill over those intervening 
two bars accelerates at an organic speed, rather than abruptly turning into a full trill too 
early. Just as the trombones are requested to fill the glissando out over the measured 
period of time, the trills here should accelerate organically and evenly over the full 
measure of time until directed to reach full speed.  
 
As the first movement reaches its high point, in measure 233 the timpani is the only 
instrument playing an A, at this point, the rest of the ensemble is playing the remaining 
notes of the Creston motive, G-E-F-Ab. The A slowly rolls down to an Ab by measure 
235. It is important to understand the role the timpani plays here. It begins by providing 
the full set of Creston motive pitches, and it also is the only instrument anticipating the 






Also notable at this point in the movement is the request to have saxophones and clarinets 
to hum or growl on their held pitch. Saxophonists tend to be more familiar with this 
technique, due to its use in many solo works as well as its use within the jazz idiom. For 
those not familiar with the process, to create the sound, one must hum or growl while 
blowing air through the horn. To be effective, the player should hum or growl a pitch 
different than the pitch being played on the instrument. One can practice the process with 
mouthpiece alone first, to practice blowing air while humming a pitch. Once comfortable, 
the performer can then add the instrument to the mouthpiece, and work to create the 
effect. As a general rule, growling tends to be more effective lower in the range, but due 






Figure 39. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 233-235. Hum/growl effect called for on 




At the beginning of the 2nd movement, Bryant gives a metronome marking of quarter = 
90 or half-note = 45. The marking of 45 beats per minute shows the pulse of the 
movement. This is promoted by the repeated Bb half-notes in the piano part, only once 





definitely the clear feel of the movement at the beginning, conducting at the quarter-note 
speed is a preferable option, and easier to execute as well as to help keep the ensemble 
together on their various entrances.  
 
The piano and bass are both key to the second movement. In an interview with Dr. Kevin 
Sedatole, he commented that the piano part is not difficult, “…until you have to sit down 
and play it.”46 While it looks incredibly simple, the part is tedious. One must have a 
pianist with good time and touch47 in order to consistently execute the repeated Bb half 
notes consistently. It is in essence a piano solo for the first seventeen measures of the 
second movement, and that establishment of time and near glacial feeling of movement is 
important to creating the character of the beginning of the movement. It will make the 
sudden entrance of the soloist at measure 18 all the more provocative. 
 
The bassist needs to be comfortable within a jazz setting, as they will be performing a 
walking bass line. They also need to know what the alto saxophone soloist is going to do, 
and have an excellent feel for time in general. The end of the second movement requires 
synchronization between the bass and piano, who alone accompany the soloist for the last 
thirty-four measures.48 The success of the jazz sections, improvised and written, will be 
highly dependent upon a solid bassist.  
 
                                                 







The challenge with timing in the second movement occurs first at the entrance of the 
soloist at measure 18. The alto enters alone at this point with a bop-ish line that is played 
in an entirely different tempo (quarter-note = 126-132). The soloist must be able to play 
freely at this prescribed tempo, without any change from the ensemble. Considerations 
for the saxophonist specifically in these moments will be given in a later chapter. 
However, at the second entrance, the double bass enters in time with the soloist, while the 
piano continues at the initial pulse of half-note = 45. The saxophonist and bassist will 
need to work together to ensure their ensemble outside of the directed feel for the rest of 
the group. 
 
Figure 40. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement, measures 18-19. Bebop style line in the solo alto 
saxophone part.  
 
In measure 22, Bryant uses another mute effect. Trumpets and trombones are both 
directed over time to play with harmon mute with stem in, from closed to open to closed 
over the course of a directed period of time. Trombones must do this while also 
performing a glissando over the same period of time. Again, for the effect to work as 
intended, care needs to be taken to ensure that the movement is consistent over the full 





the point of release. Often, brass players are moving immediately from one position to 
another. Asking a player to move in slow motion like this will often result initially with a 
a slow movement to maybe a quarter to third of the way open, then immediately moving 
to a fully open position. All trumpet and trombone entrances prior to the saxophone 
cadenza at 132 are performed with harmon mutes. So care will need to be exercised 
throughout to ensure they are not sharp. 
 
Figure 41. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement, measures 22-27. Trumpet and trombone harmon 
mute work from closed to open to closed, trombones with long glissando to coordinate as well.  
 
As the beginning and the very end of the second movement is very slow, with few 
technical challenges, the vast majority of time will be spent with intonation as well as 
attacks and releases that are generally at soft dynamics, or rising from niente.  
 
The brass entrance, beginning in measure 142, can prove challenging. The full section is 
marked beginning at fortissimo with a crescendo ultimately to fortississimo, with long 





section will challenge the performers with maintaining the intensity called for, while also 
ensuring that intonation is of primary concern since the melody is in unison.49 
 
As stated earlier, the end of the second movement requires strict time from the bass and 
piano from measure 171 to the end of the movement. This will be especially important if 
the soloist wants to stretch the phrasing at moments as well.50 Patient and precise 




The third movement is perhaps the most straight ahead movement in the work. Whereas 
the first two have manipulated the feeling of the passage of time at various points, the 
third starts at quarter-note = 136, and keeps that pace for the entirety of the movement. 
Staggered independent entrances, familiar in the first two movements, are far less 
common in this movement, with most sections playing tutti passages. Careful attention to 
articulation and rhythm will need to be made in this movement. Combination articulation 
marks (legato with accent or staccato with accent) can be found throughout. Aside from 
standard issues of technique, which will vary between each ensemble that may be 
performing this work, one of the early challenges is the echo of the stopped horn in reply 
to the soloist at measure 67. After the soloist begins improvising in measure 74, the first 
                                                 






trumpet (with harmon mute) takes over the role of echoing the stopped horns. The two do 
not line up until measure 89. Primary concern will be intonation between the two muted 
instruments. Since some of the entrances are syncopated, and others are on the beat, there 
can be some challenges in getting the overall effect correct as well. 
 
There is a sudden shift in character at measure 148. This section, although still highly 
technical, especially for the woodwinds, should maintain a lighter character until arriving 
to measure 188. Articulations should be crisp and light, and the dynamic highpoint of this 
section is the forte that occurs at measure 186. As more woodwinds get added to the 
texture, maintaining as light and playful sound as possible will be important to the 
execution of this section.  
 
Measure 200 to the end is the exact opposite of what immediately preceded it. Fortissimo 
with sfortzando attacks remain for the final 41 measures of the work. Meter changes 
often through to the end of the movement, with eighth note chords occurring on and off 
the beat. Sedatole recalled that it required several runs before the ensemble felt 
comfortable with it, as it changes just enough to keep everyone off balance.51 Care needs 
to be taken with the articulations in this section as well. If two eighths are occurring next 
to each other, as in measure 203, the first is marked legato and the second is marked 
marcato. It is also important to note that in measure 239, while the majority of the 
ensemble is playing a marcato eighth note, the trombones and saxophones alone play a 
                                                 





legato dotted quarter. Similar occurrences happen in measure 223 (legato dotted quarter 
in the clarinets) and measure 228 and 231 (legato notes in the trombones). It is also 
important that the marcato attacks are not so short that the harmony of the chord 
progression is lost. 
 
Figure 42. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 238-241. Marcato sfortzando attacks.  
 
The eighth note chords from the ensemble punctuate the screams and rips in the solo line. 










                                                 





Chapter 7. Performer’s Considerations 
As with any substantial solo work, there will be a number of challenging technical 
considerations to attend to. The purpose of this chapter is to identify those challenges that 
are unique to this work, and will require the consideration of the soloist. 
 
Performance considerations for this work include performing jazz improvisation, an 
altissimo range up to D#, and a very extensive dynamic range. Extended techniques are 
limited, and include growling/humming, flutter tonguing, smack tonguing, and the “freak 
out” at the very end of the third movement, which will be discussed in more detail at the 
end of this chapter.  
 
The most important fact for many performers to consider at the beginning is that this 
work, while undeniably “classical” in its conception and form, makes great use of jazz 
feel and language, including improvisation. This is most true of the second and third 
movement. There are moments where jazz phrasing (including the accenting and 
ghosting53 of notes) is preferable. This would include the “bop-ish” sections in the second 
movement (beginning at measures 18, 36 and 68). While there is written material in all of 
these sections, it is important to note that in his performances of the work, Lulloff has 
improvised over all of these sections. At the section beginning in measure 68 of the 
                                                 
53 “Ghosting” is the technique of playing a note, generally a lower pitch in a line, at a highly reduced 
volume. This is generally accomplished in two different manners: a sudden drastic slowing of the air stream 
on that note, or the use of “doodle tonguing.” This technique requires dampening a portion of the reed with 





second movement, Lulloff improvises until about measure 77. In the following entrance, 
the soloist plays along with the saxophone section, so while the improvisation ends, the 
feel and style needs to maintain through this section.  
 
While Lulloff has improvised over the aforementioned sections in the second movement, 
there are two places in the score where improvisation is specifically called for: the 
cadenza in the second movement at measure 132, and measures 74 through 89 in the third 
movement. This presents opportunities to the saxophonist comfortable with improvisation 
to make this work personal.  
 
Figure 43. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 73-91. Chord changes given in solo part, 






For those who are not comfortable with improvisation, Bryant has transcriptions of 
Lulloff’s improvisations and cadenza on his website. Alternately, a performer could, as 
Bryant suggests, write a cadenza utilizing the material that forms the basis of the work.  
There are many instances, as described throughout the analysis section, where Bryant has 
used the Creston motive to build long lines that the performer could use as inspiration for 
their own cadenza. Lulloff would like to see performers take the chance to improvise in 
this work. In an interview with the author, Lulloff stated, “But I want people to find their 
voice. I think it’s possible for people to find their voice in music. And that they can find 
their jazz voice in this, or their true voice in this, as much as I’ve found mine.”54  
                                                 






Figure 44. Excerpt of Lulloff’s cadenza from the recording by the Michigan State Wind Symphony, as 
transcribed by his student, Julian Velasco.  
 
It is also important to note that while some of the language and lines may feel very bop-
ish, the soloist has to understand that the ensemble is doubling their part in the midst of 
the soloist phrase, similar to the section in the third movement from measures 34-38, 
where the soloist is first doubled by two flutes, then flute and clarinet. Thus it will be an 
important consideration for the phrasing decisions made by the soloist. This is especially 
true of the line in measure 37 and 38. This line, interpreted in standard jazz performance 
practice, would likely be subject to the accenting and ghosting of notes. But as it is 
doubled by the clarinet and flute, a bebop influenced interpretation of the line could 







Figure 45. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 33-38. Doubling of solo line at various 
points by flute 1 and 2 and clarinet 1.  
 
In the first movement, care should be taken with the opening solo passage. The technique 
required is very fluid and playable. It is then easy, with mostly stepwise and chromatic 
movement, to rush this passage, or to not give the full length to the trills that occur in 
between flurry of notes.  
 
There is a lot of interplay between the soloist, and the saxophone section, as well as the 
flutes and oboe. The soloist must know when to become an ensemble member and hand 
off a line. This occurs, for instance, in measure 40 in the first movement, where the line 
started by the alto saxophone transfers to the piccolo. The soloist often interacts with the 
saxophone section throughout the work, which is a technique favored by the composer.55 
 
Rhythmic challenges are also numerous in the opening movement. As 12/16 time is 
generally an unfamiliar time signature for most, there are many places in the first 
movement that will require specific attention. Examples would include measures 48-52, 
                                                 





79-87, 132-136, 143-154 and 183-187. Lulloff specifically pointed out that Bryant was 
very specific about the rhythm in the passage at 143, which has to line up with the 
percussion through this section exactly.56 
 
Figure 46. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 143-146.   
 
The trills beginning in measure 162 in the first movement should morph from one to the 
next. Care should be taken to ensure the trill starts right on the beat, but the technique of 
transitioning from one trill to the next should be so smooth it should be nearly 
indecipherable about where the one ended and the next began.57 
                                                 







Figure 47. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 162-167.  
 
Bryant is very specific with his use of articulation marks. Care should then be taken at 
measures 177-179, where staccato marcato is called for in the first two measures, but the 
last two notes in measure 179 are marcato only, then followed again by staccato marcato 
marks again. Lulloff points out the importance for clarity and distinction between these 
two different marks, ensuring that are notes are all appropriately emphasized, but that 
those marked staccato are shorter as the articulation indicates.58 
 
Figure 48. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 177-184.  
 
Saxophonists are often called on to perform growls, flutter-tongue and other similar 
effects. Near the end of the first movement in at measure 211 the soloist is asked to 
                                                 





perform a smack tongue. This should be interpreted as a percussive articulation, where 
more tongue in used against the reed, resulting in an aggressive and dirty attack. This 
should not be interpreted as the more pizzicato-like slap tongue.  
Figure 49. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 1st movement, measures 211-216.  
 
Measure 237 is one of several times that the soloist is given a little ‘mini-cadenza’ to 
perform. Care should be taken to consider the leading properties of notes within the line 
to determine appropriate phrasing.59 Due to the mostly step-wise and chromatic 
movement of the line, the technique feels idiomatic to the horn, so care should be taken to 
consider the line and shape of the phrase, and not let the execution of the phrase take 
over. 
 
Beyond the improvisation sections already discussed earlier in this chapter, the second 
movement provides some additional challenges to consider. The passage at measure 88 
can be stretched a bit, as almost another mini-cadenza as it rises to begin the sustained 
                                                 





legato line that leads to the fermata at measure 99. Bryant gives very specific 
performance directions in the score, as can be seen after the fermata in measure 99.   
 
Figure 50. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 2nd movement, measures 85-99.  
 
The passage at measure 141 and 142 requires technical execution of altissimo60 notes, up 
to the altissimo C. Different options are available, but one might consider using a 
fingering system like the Samyn61 altissimo fingering for this passage here. As altissimo 
is accepted as part of the range of the saxophone, and not an extended range, all altissimo 
passages should be performed as written. 
 
The final section of the second movement, from measure 171 to the end, can be an 
endurance test for the soloist. The saxophone and bass join the piano with this return to 
the opening music of the movement. The written dynamic in the saxophone part moves 
                                                 
60 Altissimo is defined as the range of the saxophone above written F#6 





from niente to piano and back to niente. The tendency will be for the soloist to be sharp 
here. Using an alternate fingering such as using the palm Eb key alone (no palm D key) 
as necessary to counteract the high pitch as it fades to niente at the end will be important 
to an effective performance.   
 
The third movement is full of leaps that have not been common through the first two 
movements. Leaps of sixths, sevenths and octaves both ascending and descending are 
common, and the soloist must be prepared for the more angular lines found in the third 
movement. 
 
Measure 25 features a growl with a glissando up a half-step from Bb to B. The performer 
should settle on the Bb for the full beat as directed in the measure, and perform the 
glissando evenly over the full two beats of the half-note leading into 26. A similar effect 
is called for in measure 31 as well. 
Figure 51. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 24-26.  
 
Measure 117 contains the one multiphonic in the piece. It is an effective use of the 
technique as it amplifies the growls and flutter-tonguing occurring in this section. A 






Figure 52. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 116-117.  
 
Measure 179 in the third movement gives the option to the soloist to flutter-tongue or 
growl. The challenge for most would be effectively voicing the altissimo G# of this 
passage while flutter-tonguing. Most here would chose the option of growling for this 
effect.  
 
Figure 53. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 177-180.  
 
Another challenge is near the end of the third movement, where the soloist is required to 
growl or hum in the saxophone’s altissimo register. As the performer plays higher in the 






Figure 54. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 185-187.    
 
Measure 233 directs the performer to glissando first from Gb to altissimo Bb followed by 
an Ab to altissimo C. An effective technique here is to rapidly ascend to the front F 
fingering, then using the front F key alone as a bridge to finally arrive on the correctly 
fingered altissimo note. There is great flexibility to move the pitch on the front F key 
through voicing, and this can serve as a relatively smooth way to create the intended 
effect. 
 
Figure 55. Concerto for Alto Saxophone 3rd movement, measures 233-234.  
 
In measure 237 and 238, Bryant also lists a scream effect over the low Bb of the 
saxophone. This effect was actually suggested by Lulloff.62 He demonstrated the ‘freak 
                                                 





out’ effect for Bryant, who wrote it in as it appears. This is a dramatic effect, created by 
voicing harmonics above the Bb fundamental while also mashing keys rapidly63. It 
should generally follow the direction of pitch given in the part, meaning moving up and 
down, but the effect is most important overall. Timing of the ‘freak-out’ is important 
however, and the performer must arrive to the altissimo C in time.  
 




                                                 
 
63 Recorded examples of this technique can be found by a variety of jazz saxophonists. Pharoah Sander’s 
solo on My Favorite Things on John Coltrane’s album, Live at the Village Vanguard Again!, by Michael 
Brecker at the very end of the tune Night Flight on the Brecker Brother’s album, Back to Back, and five 





Chapter 8. Conclusion 
The purpose of this document was to record the history of the commissioning and 
development of Steven Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone, provide an analysis of the 
compositional elements of the work, and to provide a performance guide for both the 
conductor and performer. Through the course of this project, it became clear that the 
Concerto for Alto Saxophone was the result of more than just a formal contract, but of 
relationships, shared vision and mutual respect.  
 
It is clear that this composition exists in its form due to the unique collaboration between 
Bryant and Lulloff. Had Lulloff not traveled to North Carolina to visit with Bryant in 
January of 2014, this work would likely have been very different. The improvised 
cadenza, bebop sections and melodic material of the 2nd movement were all a result of 
that meeting. Bryant’s admission to allow Lulloff into the compositional process, which 
is against his standard practice, in this case yielded a truly unique, and personal 
composition.64  
 
While the success of the concerto lies primarily within the superb craftsmanship of the 
work, it seems clear that some part of that success is due to the shared vision that 
composer and soloist both shared. Upon having heard the Corigliano clarinet concerto, 
Lulloff called Bryant to add that as an idea, but Bryant was already working on that exact 
                                                 





idea.65 Lulloff felt in advance that Bryant would be the composer he would like to request 
a concerto from, due to his writing for the saxophone section in his Concerto for Wind 
Ensemble.66 Bryant heard in Lulloff’s performance of the Mackey Soprano Saxophone 
Concerto something that he thought he could exploit in his own work.67 That shared 
vision and mutual admiration clearly played a part in the successful creation and 
performance of this work. 
 
It is also clear that, were it not for the relationships forged prior to the commissioning of 
this work, it likely would not have come into being in the first place. That the first 
connection was made 17 years prior to the premiere, between a band director and a 50 
year old alum requesting to march in the band provides a truly unique story,68 and 
demonstrates the type of serendipitous events that can create the pathway to the creation 
of a momentous work of music.  
 
Gourwitz’s role in this project cannot be minimized. He is more than a benefactor. This 
was, as he sees it, an opportunity to give back to the music community, and to his dear 
friend, Joe Lulloff.69 The wind and saxophone community should both be appreciative 
recipients of Gourwitz’s generosity and desire to support wind music of the highest 
caliber. 
                                                 
65 Howard Gourwitz and Joe Lulloff, interview by author, Cincinnati, OH, March 11, 2018. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Steven Bryant, interview by author, phone interview, March 8, 2018. 







In the last four years, the work has been performed in part or in whole about a dozen 
times. While most of the early performances were by Joe Lulloff, it has recently received 
performances by Jeff Loeffert, Associate Professor of Saxophone at Oklahoma State 
University, as well as by Steven Banks, a master’s student who performed the work at 
Northwestern University as a concerto competition winner.70 
 
I believe in the coming years, this concerto has the opportunity to be considered among 
the cornerstone works in the repertoire, alongside the Husa and Dahl concertos. It is a 
strongly crafted musical work that grabs and surprises the audience. Bryant’s exhaustive 
use of limited material binds the concerto together. It is virtuosic without being 
pretentious, and allows the soloist to showcase all manner of technical, lyrical, and 
improvisational abilities that they possess. Though the sections requiring improvisation 
may limit performance opportunities now, more and more students are demonstrating a 
comfort level and expertise with jazz improvisation, as well as the classical side of the 
instrument. It is the hope of this author that continued serious study of this work provides 
additional opportunities for its performance in the coming years, and it gain the 




                                                 





Recommendations for Further Research 
 
As stated in the introduction of this document, very little research has been completed on 
saxophone concerti with wind ensemble, and there is ample opportunity for further 
scholarship with works such as John Mackey’s Soprano Saxophone Concerto, David 
Maslanka’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Wind Ensemble or William Bolcom’s 
Concert Suite for Alto Saxophone and Band. These and many other significant 
contributions to the repertoire deserve continued study. In addition, research could be 
conducted to determine those works that are receiving multiple performances and are 
demonstrated to be part of the current established repertoire of this medium. 
 
Additional research into Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone could be conducted in at 
least two areas. One, touched on briefly in this document, could be the compositional 
evolution of the concerto. Bryant stated that the core material of the work went through 
significant development.71 Both Lulloff and Bryant provided insight into the process of 
their collaboration that spawned much of the material of the second movement, as well as 
the neglected cadenza that Lulloff later decided to improvise.72 Analysis of the 
transformation of that material could provide insight into Bryant’s compositional process, 
as well as the influence that Lulloff had on the composition. 
 
                                                 
71 Steven Bryant, interview by author, phone interview, March 8, 2018. 





Also of interest would be the development of Lulloff’s improvised sections and cadenza. 
It would be interesting to see the development of the improvised cadenza as performed 
over multiple concerts, as he hinted at in the interview conducted with the author.73 
Lulloff stated he has recordings of several of the improvisations, and others should be 
available from the institutions where the work has been performed. An analysis of these 
would be insightful not only for the development of Lulloff’s approach to these sections, 
but to research into improvisation in classical or concert works. 
 
Due to the advent of self-publishing composers, such as Steven Bryant, it would be 
interesting to know what processes composers have put in place to ensure the continued 
availability and performance of their works after their career has ended, or in the event of 
their sudden passing. With the exceptional quality of literature currently self-published, 
the sudden disappearance of it, without distribution and publication rights, could have 
significant impact upon the wind-ensemble and the music community at large. More 
importantly, that unavailability could have serious effect upon a composer’s continued 
legacy and estate. 
 
Howard Gourwitz has been a significant contributor to the field of band/wind ensemble 
music as a commissioner and supporter of music. He was the sole commissioner behind 
John Mackey’s Asphalt Cocktail, Steven Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone, and a 
co-commissioner of John Mackey’s trumpet concerto, Antique Violences. Contributions 
                                                 





by Gourwitz, and others like him who support significant commissions to the wind 
ensemble repertoire deserve to be recognized and recorded for their support of this 
medium and the legacy of the music that has been created due to their philanthropy.  
 
Steven Bryant’s Concerto for Alto Saxophone has quickly become recognized as a major 
contribution to the repertoire, pushing the saxophone soloist to virtuosic technique and 
improvised passages. It helps form, as Joe Lulloff stated, “the complete musician, the 
complete saxophonist, able to play and teach in some form the fullness of techniques 
required by this piece.”74 
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Appendix A.  Interview with Howard Gourwitz and Joe Lulloff 
Conducted by Chet Jenkins  
March 11, 2018 in Cincinnati, Ohio 
 
 
JENKINS: Thank you again, both, I greatly appreciate it, for taking time. I guess I’d like 
to start just a little bit with the genesis of the work. How it came together. Kind of how it 
all came about. 
LULLOFF: Howard, you’ll have to help me with dates. I remember you talking about 
wanting to do this. The concerto was written in 2014. I think, it might be better to start 
with at least a little bit with the background of our relationship. As far as where we met. 
Maybe even before in concept I knew about Howard, from when Kevin Sedatole, the 
director of bands came and was interviewing for the position, and then he was offered the 
position. And at some subsequent meeting, you’d have to ask, I don’t even know if it is 
germane, but Kevin was up and I immediately. And I don’t know why this is. When you 
meet someone you have that kind of connection with that person sometimes. That really 
strong connection. That kind of person, as my dad would say, ‘I’d like to have a beer 
with.’ You know, on a regular basis, to start to become friends and whatnot. Well, Kevin 
and I kind of clicked in that regard as friends and colleagues. And we had so many 
similar interests, and Kevin, I think, liked the saxophone. He’s a force in our band field. 
He grew up with excellent saxophone playing, being from the state of Texas and then 
being students at the universities of, well he went to Stephen F Austin and of course at 
the University of Michigan where he was the marching band director, and oh, the 
University of Texas where he studied as well. So I think he had a really good ear for 
saxophone, and we started to talk about saxophone related things and whatnot. And he 
said, ‘I think I have somebody who I know that you would really like to meet, and this 
person’s name is Howard Gourwitz. And I can tell you we were walking down the hall of 
the band room when he said this. And I said, ‘I’d love to meet him.’ And then, he said 
I’m going to invite him up for a concert. He’s a lawyer in Detroit, and he was actually in 
my marching band at the University of Michigan. And I said, ‘Really?’ And he said 
‘Yeah.’ He said ‘He’s a big Michigan alumni. And I’m going to leave Howard then to 
talk about this how you got involved in that. Because I think it’s germane to the kind of 
person that Howard is when you start thinking about (and I’m not sure the scope of how 





per se and knowing the passion this man has for paying it forward, for supporting the arts, 
for friendship and love of an individual, for inspiring an individual to reach his or her 
best, for creating an environment that individuals, musicians, students, just generally 
people, can really become the best they can realize in their potential. And for helping 
people who are in true need, on a humanitarian basis. And I think music does that. And I 
think how he does that in his life as a lawyer, as a supporter, as a person, ‘How can I pay 
it forward?’ That’s really important. So tell us a little bit, maybe, can you add on to your 
marching band experience? Because I think it’s kind of a unique story. 
JENKINS: Cool. Yeah…. 
HW: Thank you. I graduated from Michigan in three years instead of four. And I was in 
the marching band under William D. Revelli. So, I was president of the band alumni 
association, and I was having dinner with Dr. Sedatole in late 1997, talking about fund 
raising. So he finished dinner. Only Dr. Sedatole is (with emphasis) Dr. Sedatole at the 
time. And I said, ‘May I ask you a question?’ he said, ‘Sure.’ So I said, well next year is 
going to be the hundredth anniversary of the Michigan Marching Band. He knew that, 
he’s the director. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) Right. 
GOURWITZ: It’ll be the hundredth anniversary of the greatest fight song ever written. 
The Victors. That’s our view of it, right? 
LULLOFF: Oh, I think…I’ll put it up there. (Laughs) 
GOURWITZ: Well, each school we all believed our school fight song is the top. 
LULLOFF: Yeah, of course. 
GOURWITZ: And certainly, I think it’s The Victors. Anyway, and he knew that too. And 
he knew I’d be president of the band alumni association for 1998. So then I explained to 
him that 1998 I was going to turn 50 in the summer. July 20th, 1998. And I asked the 
question, ‘I’d like permission to come back and try out to be a member of the Michigan 
Marching Band. And he must have laughed for a minute and a half. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
GOURWITZ: And I just sat there. And he looked at me and said, ‘You’re serious, aren’t 
you Howard?’ I said, ‘Yes sir, I am.’ 
LULLOFF: Hmm 
GOURWITZ: He said, ‘Howard, you remember these kids are 17, 18, 19, 20 years old?’ I 





which I’m proud to tell you it’s now 20 years since. I weigh a little bit less now than I did 
then when I came back to the band. So I’ve kept it off all these years. 
JENKINS: Wow…good for you. 
GOURWITZ: Thank you. So I said, ‘I run three miles a day, I can keep up with them.’ 
He said, ‘You realize you have to pass a playing audition to be allowed to try out for the 
band? What do you play?’ ‘Tenor Sax.’ ‘Do you know you have to pass?’ I said, ‘No.’ 
‘Are you playing your horn now?’ ‘No, I come once a year for homecoming. I said, ‘But 
if you give me permission to try out, every day, starting nine months in advance, I will 
practice. I will pass the playing audition.’ I had no idea if I would pass the playing 
audition. But I wanted the challenge. That was the whole point.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: I passed.  
And he sent to my house, during the summer, the assistant drum major came once a week 
to teach me how to march again and to do all those things that one hadn’t done in a long 
time. You know, I was in the band first in 1966 and now it’s 1998. It’s 32 years later. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: Well, at any rate. I tried out for the band. I made the band. I had the best 
fall of my life. I went every day. I’ve written letters for graduate school for students in 
the band. I still am very passionate and maintain a strong relationship with the Michigan 
Marching Band, the Symphony band, et cetera, et cetera.  
So fast forward now. Kevin leaves to go to the University of Texas, his alma mater, as 
Jerry Junkin’s associate director. And then goes to Baylor University as the Director of 
Bands. And he replaced Michael Haithcock, who I am good friends with, because 
Michael came to Michigan.  
JENKINS: Right. 
GOURWITZ: Michael’s also a saxophonist.  
So at any rate. I followed Kevin to Texas. I went there. I went to Midwest to see my 
buddy for dinner, and all the other friends in music and all that. So now Kevin comes to 
Michigan State. He gets the job. And I said, ‘Hey, I’m the happiest man in the world now 
that you’re coming back to the state of Michigan.’ So my Michigan buddies all go, ‘Oh, 






GOURWITZ: I’m supportive of music at Michigan State now too. Because friendship 
supersedes everything, right? 
JENKINS: Yeah, absolutely. 
LULLOFF: Right. 
GOURWITZ: And everybody knows that I’m here and I’m here too. 
LULLOFF: And may I interject? You make no distinctions, you just are friends. And 
that’s what it’s all about. It’s fantastic.  
GOURWITZ: It’s all about music. It’s all about kids. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: So Kevin said, ‘I want you to come up for the first football game, and then 
we’re going to have dinner at the house afterwards. So please come back for dinner.’ So I 
came up to the game. Last time I was at Michigan State for a football game I was playing 
in the Michigan Marching Band in the 60’s. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
GOURWITZ: So at any rate. I was sitting on a couch, and there was a man sitting next to 
me. And looks over at me and says, ‘What do you here at Michigan State?’ And looked at 
you and said, “I don’t work here at State, I’m a lawyer in Bloomfield Hills.’ 
LULLOFF: I had no idea 
GOURWITZ: I’m just Kevin’s friend. And he invited me to come tonight. I said, ‘What 
do you do here at Michigan State?’ And you looked at me and said, ‘I’m the professor of 
saxophone.’ Greatest day ever. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
LULLOFF: And it clicked  
GOURWITZ: And my whole life has changed.  
LULLOFF: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: The young student sitting next to Joe, was Jeff Loeffert. Now the professor 
of saxophone at Oklahoma State. Another OSU. Can you believe that I have friends 
at…well, anyway….at universities that say, ‘OSU?’ 
JENKINS&LULLOFF: (Laughs) 
GOURWITZ: We’re very good friends. And so, we become, like there’s nobody I’m 





I’ve always loved music. But I had no idea I would actually someday be able to give 
back. I was in the Michigan Marching Band. I had my own eight piece band from the end 
of high school through law school, it was great.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: I figured OK, that was my musical career. But, when I had the guts to ask 
about coming back to the band, you know, when Kevin finally stopped laughing and he 
knew that I was serious and that gave me the opportunity. If he hadn’t said yes, it took 
guts on his part too. And he made me promise, ‘You have to do everything the kids do 
and if you make it you make and if you don’t make it you don’t make it. You’ve got to 
show up every day’. And he said, ‘You’re going to drive up from your law firm every 
afternoon to be here?’ ‘I’ll be at every rehearsal.’ ‘You know we have a gig every 
weekend. A game, an away game, a something, a concert somewhere.’ ‘I do.’ So, I did, 
and I made it and it was great. And that’s led to us being here today. 
Kevin called…are you familiar with John Mackey’s Asphalt Cocktail? 
JENKINS: Oh yes, oh yes. 
GOURWITZ: I commissioned that piece. And Kevin called me one day. And he started 
off by saying. ‘I’m going to ask you a question, but you don’t have to say yes.’ He never 
asked me that type of question before. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
GOURWITZ: I always knew, if he asked something, that he would hope I would say yes. 
So I said, ‘What is it.’ ‘Well’ he said, ‘We’re going to give the main concert down at 
CBDNA at Kevin’s University of Texas next…’ Whatever it was. The next year. He said, 
‘There’s this great young composer, and he wants to write an opener, and I know 
Howard, it’s going to be great. Are you willing to commission it?’ And I said to him, 
‘Wow, Kevin you’ve never asked anything like this. I never knew how those things 
actually took place.’ So we talked about it.  
So, anyway, I said, yes. And then after saying yes, I said, ‘Kevin, how much does this 
cost?’  
JENKINS: (Laughs) That’s the reverse order. 
LULLOFF: I’m buying the car! How much is it? 
GOURWITZ: He knew that too. But I had actually thought about it. Michael Haithcock 
actually wrote an article about commissioning music a number of years ago that I saved, 
but had never talked to anybody about. Right? And the commissioning fund at Michigan 





So anyway, I said yes. And I did commission that piece. It’s been played all over the 
world, literally.  
JENKINS: Yeah. 
GOURWITZ: There’s lot of YouTube’s Kevin’s shown me of award winning bands in 
Europe playing it. So, that leads us along the way.  
Joe said to me one night after a concert back at Michigan State. ‘I love Steven Bryant’s 
writing. I would love it if someday he could write a piece for me. A concerto.  
LULLOFF: I don’t say that often.  
GOURWITZ: I’d never heard Joe say that. And he didn’t say it to me other than that we 
were good friends. I just put it in the back of my mind. That led us to Indianapolis. 
American Bandmasters Association. 
LULLOFF: Just about Indianapolis. Just prior to Indianapolis. Kevin asked me a similar 
kind of question. Just making sure of where my mind was. I can’t remember how he put 
it. I’m sorry, I’m not as clear on details. I tried to think about this since we spoke… 
JENKINS: Sure 
LULLOFF: So much runs through my mind. It’s just the way I am I guess sometimes. I 
do remember the time, I could put myself in the office and could tell you what time of 
day. I can’t remember his exact words, but he said, basically, ‘What do you think about a 
concerto? And who would write it?’ I said, ‘What do you mean?’ And he said, ‘Well, 
you’ve mentioned people’ and I mentioned to Kevin many times you know, ‘This guy 
would write a good saxophone concerto.’ Or ‘This woman would write a good work for 
the saxophone. Concerto or whatever.’ And, I said, I’d mentioned several names, I wasn’t 
even thinking at that time, but I said, in the end, I think I might have mentioned John 
Mackey, an alto concerto. We’d already done the Bill Bolcolm Concert Suite at Midwest 
back in 2007 was it? Maybe. Along this time frame, after the meeting Howard described, 
and by the way at that meeting, it clicked to me on the way, during our conversation, this 
was the person Kevin was speaking about. And Kevin had also briefed me before ‘He has 
a collection of saxophones that you would just die to see.’ He said, ‘He’s really an 
enthusiast.’ He said, ‘You guys have the same kind of interests.’ Which, I have many 
saxophones. I’m not a collector per se. I’m a performer who likes to have the instruments 
to be able to perform with. Where Howard, did perform on saxophone. But you’re, am I 
correct in saying, you’re not playing concerts and so on and so forth. But you do like to 
have the instruments. 





LULLOFF: Yeah, it’s a nice collection and top, what do you call it? There’s a name for a 
collector that’s not a collector…it’s…a preservationist. 
JENKINS: Hmm 
GOURWITZ: That’s true too. 
LULLOFF: I would say a preservationist. That’s who I would say just for the sense of 
preserving it for the art as much as anything. If not more so. And I find that attractive. 
Somebody who’s not just ‘I want to buy this saxophone to have. I want to buy this sax.’ 
I’m really interested in the historical value of the saxophone. This is the saxophone that 
Paul Brodie owned. He has a saxophone, a Grafton, a type that Charlie Parker played. 
Not the exact one. 
GOURWITZ: The exact one is in Kansas City. 
LULLOFF: But this then drives… 
GOURWITZ: Mines in perfect condition. 
LULLOFF:…I would hesitate to call it a serious hobby. But a very keen and strong and 
committed interest. And all these things I just share, sorry to take so long 
JENKINS: No, you’re fine 
LULLOFF: But to share this because these are all the same traits that I identify with. You 
know, when you meet somebody, you look for connections of how do we talk about 
something. You and your wife. Me and Janet. We have connections on things. We may 
not see eye to eye, but these are things that we build and we grow as individual 
characters. Well, this just made my interest to get to know this person, Howard Gourwitz, 
whom, I had no idea. He could have lived in Okemos, Michigan for all I could, but no he 
has his background. But then, when I heard about the marching band story. And actually, 
I read an article on this. There was an article in the Business Weekly…Lawyers Business 
Weekly, is that the correct one? 
GOURWITZ: Yeah, Lawyers Weekly. 
LULLOFF: Lawyers Weekly. That was told to the ‘T’. Interesting article you might want 
to check it out. Maybe I can scan it if you want, I’ve got a copy at home. 
JENKINS: Yeah, I’ll see if I can dig it up. 
GOURWITZ: Thank you. (to LULLOFF) Actually this is about you, not me. 
LULLOFF: No, no, no. It is about the Bryant. And it is about the commitment that we 





GOURWITZ: No, I agree with you completely. 
LULLOFF: And this starts to kind of fuel the thought train for me, and I have to kind of 
get into the story this way. And so the point is strong interest really came to mind. And I 
said to Kevin Sedatole that morning in his office. I said, ‘I just really think Steven 
Bryant. Let me go think about this.’ Went upstairs to my office. I came in a little while 
later, maybe it was the next day, ‘Steven Bryant.’ I said, ‘Yes, it’s Steven Bryant.’ And 
he said, ‘I think I have a possibility here, let’s think about this.’ 
GOURWITZ: Steven’s wife Verena is director of bands at Duke. 
JENKINS: Right 
GOURWITZ: Verena is a Michigan State graduate from Kevin. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: So Steven was always coming up to Michigan State, and got to know Joe.  
LULLOFF: And yeah, I’d met Steven, I think it was at his Concerto for Band…Wind 
Ensemble. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: And I think that’s when I put two and two together on. Yeah…yeah…that’s 
the one. That’s the one. That’s the way he treats saxophones. That’s the way I hear the 
piece. My saxophone students were all over it. 
JENKINS: Oh yeah, amazing piece 
LULLOFF: I can’t remember who was in the section at the time. Jordan was a young 
man. Maybe it was Jordan’s freshman year, and Jordan was in the band. And he 
auditioned for the band blindly. Which shows no funny business or anything. And that’s 
what Kevin does. Kevin’s a man of integrity. And I just said, the next day I saw him, I 
said, ‘Steven Bryant!’ And he said, ‘I heard you!’ I said, ‘I just wanted to make sure you 
heard me.’ 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
LULLOFF: You know, I started getting excited about the possibility. Well, then I started 
thinking, ‘OK, so what do I need to do?’ So I started looking up grants and Kevin said, 
‘Let’s don’t cross that bridge now, just quite yet. Let’s just see how things go.’ And then 
he brought me in his office a little while longer and he said. ‘I think I have a possibility 
for a commission for the Steven Bryant. (To GOURWITZ) He’d mentioned your name. 





LULLOFF: I think that’s what it was. He said, ‘This is my idea.’ And I went out and I’m 
like…I can’t be…I can’t be. And you might want to confirm this with him…this is where 
I don’t know…or maybe it was after. I don’t remember how the turn of events came…it 
doesn’t matter 
GOURWITZ: It was after the American Band Association, we all went out with the kids 
and stuff like that and they went to a bar. 
LULLOFF: Yeah, this was after that. 
GOURWITZ: You had mentioned it backstage to me once. Like I never knew about you 
talking to Kevin or to Steven. You just said to me, ‘You know, I would really love…. 
LULLOFF: Oh no…this was after that. It was just Kevin…I think Kevin was trying 
to…and maybe you and Kevin had talked about it at some point. Or did you come…? 
GOURWITZ: The first time I talked to Kevin was with you, and Kevin and Steven. 
Came back afterwards in that bar in Indianapolis. 
LULLOFF: Oh, that’s what it was! 
GOURWITZ: So Joe and Kevin were interacting with some of the kids. He was sort of 
alone, and I was alone. And I went up, because we had met each other. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: And, I just said to him, “You know, Joe would really love it if you would 
write a concerto for him.” 
LULLOFF: That’s what it was! 
And then he followed it up with me in that meeting. That’s what it was. 
GOURWITZ: And he said, ‘I would love to do that, but I’m like three or four years out in 
commissions.’ And I go, ‘OK, I just mentioned it because Joe once mentioned it to me.’ 
LULLOFF: That’s how it was. That’s what it was. 
GOURWITZ: Then you came back to Steven and me. Then Kevin came and joined us, 
and I excused myself. Because I realized the three of you were going to talk about this. 
And that wasn’t my part. Whether you could do it musically and things like that. I just 
stepped aside and bought another diet Coke. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
GOURWITZ: When I came back into the conversation, it was apparent when all three of 





LULLOFF: Oh yeah 
GOURWITZ: I said, ‘So, are you going to do it?’ And I looked at them, they looked and 
me, I said, ‘We’re doing it. Let’s go.’ 
LULLOFF: I just remember there was some sort of, and I can’t remember the timeline of 
events, but I just remember the feeling of thinking, I think it very well could have been 
after that event, you know the greatest joy that somebody would do something like that 
and involve me with it. Because, for years I’d had pieces written for me.  
JENKINS: Sure 
LULLOFF: And I’d save up my own money, basically. I’d written some grants. I’d 
received an NEA grant, and consorted with a couple of people for Charles Ruggerio. I put 
my own money towards Donald Freund. Towards, you know, other composers. Maybe 
they’re not huge statures like Steven Bryant or like an Aaron Copland or John Adams or 
whatever. It doesn’t matter. And, I’m sorry Howard, I don’t mean to misrepresent it. I 
just don’t remember…you have a better memory than I do. 
GOURWITZ: So, we talked about it. And I just said I want to support it. I mean, I love 
the saxophone, but I love Joe!  
JENKINS: Uh huh 
GOURWITZ: You have the piece there, right?  
JENKINS: Yes 
GOURWITZ: Open it up…..every piece you ever see will say that. It was commissioned 
in honor of Joe, and for Kevin and the Wind Symphony. But it’s because of Joe that that 
piece exists. 
LULLOFF: And that was his generosity, his paying it forward to the saxophone 
community. The fact that I’m involved with it, every time I pull that up to practice…you 
know I had a bit of tickle in my throat, in my soul here a little bit inside myself. 
Wow….and when I started practicing this piece, you know, I felt closer to Howard… 
JENKINS: Mm-hmm 
LULLOFF…you know, I mean, I think we need to love individuals. Obviously it’s not 
the same kind of love you have for your wife or your daughter, but it’s a familial love. 
And that’s what I felt with Howard. 
GOURWITZ: And it’s mutual. 
LULLOFF: And that’s how I felt really when this, if you want to say meeting took place. 





think he was preparing where it was going to happen in his scheduling, or something of 
the sort, I just don’t know. And we had to wait for Steven, because Steven is very busy. 
And did he really want to embark upon this? 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: And here’s what you don’t know, or maybe you do know from talking to 
Steven. Because I’ve talked to Steven, I’ve had to approach Steven in another 
commission. Not have had, but I’ve done it on behalf of Capitol Quartet years after. 
Which is not going to happen yet. It might down the road, maybe in 2025. Because 
Steven said, ‘I’ve got to hear how to write for the saxophone in whatever application. I 
heard it when I heard you play.’ I think he heard me play the Mackey Concerto… 
JENKINS: Yeah, that’s what he told me. 
LULLOFF:  ….in Indianapolis. That was a very emotionally charged performance. And 
most of mine are. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: That was particularly emotionally charged. And I’m sorry I get a little…I’m 
still emotional from yesterday afternoon’s performance, but that’s another story. But, that 
performance, I almost lost Janet a few weeks back prior to that performance…. 
JENKINS: Wow…. 
LULLOFF: Because she was involved in a car accident, and she could not make that 
performance. And somebody hit her broadside at 45 miles an hour. 
JENKINS: Oh wow. 
LULLOFF: Two blocks away from our house as she pulled into a gas station. She never 
saw this person. She was in a Prius. Thank God they hit her on the passenger side. In 
addition, not to be personal about it, I was going to come home and then go and do 
errands with her, but I chose not to. Maybe I would have helped avert the crash, or maybe 
I would have been sitting in the passenger seat and not sitting in this chair right now. And 
not to be selfish about, but worse off than that, she got injured with five broken places in 
her pelvis, and huge rehabilitation. And I had to premiere the Mackey Soprano 
Saxophone Concerto with Kevin that night. I decided to stay and find reeds at the 
Wharton Center. So this is a very emotionally charged process. I don’t mean to be, you 
don’t have to write about this at all, but I want you to understand the depth of this 
concerto and what I means to me at least, and certainly to him. All these are like probably 
therapist feelings, but these are important things for me to share. I’ve never shared this 
with too many people beyond Howard knows. My son knows. Kevin knows. And just a 





meaning. And every time I play this concerto, I have certain flashbacks to certain events 
like this. And it’s good. You have to do that as a performing musician. I have that with all 
my music. Yesterday is the same well that’s a whole ‘nother discussion. The depth of this 
concerto, I think, the depth in Steven’s writing of this concerto is reflective of 
the…enables the person who’s performing it to find that space to be able to express 
themselves. And I think that’s what makes a really, really good piece of music. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: Bach. You know. Beethoven. Brahms. Emotional music. And I’m an 
emotional person. And that’s why I do my music. So that’s where this concerto comes 
from. You know, all these inner events are so important. And if it wasn’t for the 
friendship of him. Yes, commissioning is an important part of this. But if it wasn’t for the 
support of him, I don’t even think the performance of this…or the notes of this…all these 
events….I don’t think this really would have come to be. Does that make sense?  
JENKINS: Yeah, absolutely. 
LULLOFF: Do you know what I’m saying? 
GOURWITZ: I agree, I agree. 
LULLOFF: Am I portraying this, I think, pretty accurately?  
GOURWITZ: Yep 
LULLOFF: As well as I can. 
GOURWITZ: I came to the premiere of the Mackey concerto. And when I talked to you 
and found out about Janet’s accident, I said, ‘Maybe I should go to the hospital. I can 
hear you play another time. They’re going to record it.’ And you said, ‘Janet was safe’ 
LULLOFF: She was all right. And of course I would have canceled if I had to. 
JENKINS: Oh yeah 
GOURWITZ: Yeah, exactly 
LULLOFF: We went at 3 o’clock. I went from on stage to school. Got the message at 
school. Went directly to the hospital. Jordan went to the hospital. She was in recovery. 
She was fine, but she was in pain. They got her taken care of, we got her to her room. We 
went back. Jordan got my clothes. He’s a freshman by the way, in college… 
JENKINS: Right 
LULLOFF: …and he had to play the concert that night. And they got me on stage. And 





get into it, got me through that performance. And then we had more performances, 
leading up to that Indianapolis performance. That’s when it really…this is where that all 
goes. 
So, that’s my story. Sorry it took 25 minutes….you OK? 
GOURWITZ: Yeah, I’m OK. 
LULLOFF: Sorry I got the facts wrong. I couldn’t remember 
GOURWITZ: You didn’t get the facts screwed up at all. 
LULLOFF: I couldn’t remember what Kevin…but I remember, that’s where Kevin and 
you - out 
GOURWITZ: This has been a real labor of love. Joe and Steven hit it off perfectly, and 
Joe sent Steven a bunch of examples of his playing. What he wanted to know 
LULLOFF: Yeah, he wanted to know what pieces did I like? I sent him the Dahl 
Concerto, I told him some of my favorite people were…oh, you know the classics. 
Descenclos, I sent him a jazz player. But you know, but I said Ingolf Dahl. The intensity 
of Karel Husa, who I loved and I love his concertos, and Karel was at Michigan State 
many times. I mean…what else? Gosh I can’t think of too many others. 
GOURWITZ: You sent him overtones…. 
LULLOFF: Oh yeah. Well, he knows I wanted a virtuosic concerto. I’ve had some 
pieces, that when you commission a composer, they don’t really write virtuosically 
enough. If you’ve seen at this conference, this conference is taking…I mean, I want 
pieces that my students are going to reach for.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: Now, they can reach for it musically, like some of the characteristics of the 
Carter Pann. But they got to be able to reach. Well, we want a strong reach. Because 
that’s the only way we’re going to push the saxophone forth. 
So, I said to Steven, ‘You need to push me.’ I said, ‘Make it harder.’ Charles Ruggerio, 
my colleague at Michigan State, who has written many things for me says, ‘Joe was 
never satisfied with it being hard. It wasn’t hard enough.’ What I mean by that, it doesn’t 
have to be faster, higher, louder. It has to be more interesting. It’s got to show a level of 
complexity. Like a great thinker would. 
JENKINS: Yeah… 
LULLOFF: And that’s what I asked Steven to do. I can’t remember all the pieces, maybe 





able to from 2013. And I’d be happy to do that in the next few days. I don’t know if I 
have it, you know how emails are. It could have been very well a phone conversation. I 
don’t know. But that’s where we’re going with this whole thing.  
And then there’s a period as he was writing the piece in the fall before 2014, that’d be 
’13, I came from a meeting, a dress rehearsal, featuring our new clarinet faculty, Guy 
Yehuda. A brilliant clarinetist. We had John Corigliano on campus. Now, stupid me….I 
should’ve known this when it was set up before. But I didn’t think about this earlier on 
that this concerto was going to come about, that John and Steven had such a close 
relationship. I knew they studied together, you know Steven was one of his top students. 
Well, I came from hearing the Corigliano Clarinet Concerto. Now, you know this piece. 
Everybody knows this piece. In my world, I don’t think of the Clarinet Concerto first and 
foremost on my top list of pieces to give to Steven Bryant. But I heard the first movement 
in that dress rehearsal, with the band, and I heard the whole thing. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: I came away from that, went right to my car in the Wharton Center on my 
way home, called Steven up. I said, ‘Steven, remember what pieces you want, I know 
that’s been a couple of months ago. We talked about the Dahl Concerto and this and that. 
But, if you can…I’m stupid…I didn’t tell you about this, I just forgot. I’m sorry. But this 
clarinet concerto, oh man, I was blown away with that. Maybe you might want to channel 
your teacher. He said, ‘It’s funny you said that.’ 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
LULLOFF: He said, ‘It’s funny you said that.’ He said, ‘I was thinking about that for the 
first movement.’ I said, ‘What?’ You know, it’s kind of the same thing, it was action after 
this whole commissioning arrangement was made. I was driving back to school one day 
and thinking, ‘I just got a major commission with a major composer. This guy down in 
Bloomfield Hills, Howard Gourwitz, loves the saxophone enough, and finds that 
whatever I do, that maybe I could be the person….am I here? Is this a dream? You know, 
it’s like fate, you know what I’m saying? Certain things fall into place for a reason, thank 
the Lord. And God’s watching on us. And I think…I’m a very religious person, in that 
regard. I mean, I should have gone to church this morning, sorry. My Catholic 
upbringing. But the point is, things started falling into place. I started getting snippets of 
this concerto. Yeah…(sings opening measures of the first movement)…by the way, I was 
testing the LefreQue, those LefreQue things, that first line came right back to me. I had 
him on my mind…I started hearing that. Again, these emotions come back. So, the point 
being, is that Steven starts sending little snippets, and I was on tour that fall with Capitol 
Quartet up in the New England area, Vermont. And I’d get these little emailed passages 
that I’d have to record for him, that I’d have to send back. And I got some comment back, 





Well it was it was like one of these little lines in here. They’re rewritten and that and I’ve 
got old emails back from some of the rewritten things. Steven would have some of the 
earliest drafts, he keeps all that stuff, you might find that interesting. And this chromatic 
language is the kind of language I want composers to write for me. Let’s get to that. 
That’s me. That’s my jazz improvisation. Oh, I’m sent him recordings of my jazz 
improvisations. Many of my CDs, which, you have my CDs, don’t you? 
JENKINS: I do. I have several. 
LULLOFF: So that’s where this is coming from. That’s why I believe, and I told Joel 
Love earlier in the week, and Mischa Zupko, that a composer needs to really sometimes 
just write for a single individual to really get a piece that will stand out, if that individual 
has the voice that the composer can hear.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: And I want to hopefully have more projects like this at some point. But I’m 
kind of picky, and I, you know, about my voice. And I never want to impose anything on 
anybody. It has to happen because it wants to happen. And that’s why. 
So, that will be the history of this piece. And then it started forming a little more. The 
second movement never came to us until three weeks before the premiere, or two weeks. 
And Kevin Sedatole was sweating it, you will want to ask him about that. And the whole 
band is sitting there thinking, ‘Are we going to see this second movement? The first 
movement is hard enough, the third movement is a bitch. What’s going on with the 
second movement?’ And, it turns out, he took the second movement. Maybe Steven told 
you. Back to January of 2014, I said ‘Howard, I want to get together with Steve. I think 
I’m going to go down.’ And I had some money saved up and I was going to go down. 
And Howard says, listen, I’ll help. And Howard, the person he is, and that’s why we go 
through the opening of this. He says, ‘I’m going to take of it with frequent flyer miles.’ I 
want to thank you again. I mean, if I didn’t go down and work with Steven, the second 
movement would not have existed. 
GOURWITZ: It’s not the Bryant 
JENKINS: Yeah, it’s not the same. I mean I know a little bit from talking to him. 
GOURWITZ: He went down for the weekend, and they just needed to sit and work 
together, you know? 
LULLOFF: So I got down there. We had dinner one night with Verena, it was nice. Next 
morning I brought my horn over. He said, ‘Yeah this is what I thought about the second 
movement. I just want to hear you improvise. He didn’t talk to me about how he was 





it?’ And he also kind of gave me a little bit of a chord progression in there. And I 
remember sitting in his front room. And the way he graphs it, you should probably look 
at it. 
JENKINS: He showed me his current project… 
LULLOFF: Oh, it’s pretty incredible. So, where’s the second movement here? 
JENKINS: We’re in it right there 
LULLOFF: So all of these are snippets of my improvisations. And these are not the 
original improvisations. But, just excerpts or transcriptions that he made from me just, 
you know, playing for about ten minutes in his studio. I just started playing. I don’t even 
remember what key I was in. And I practiced some things. But he didn’t tell me to 
practice something specifically when I got down. That was on the spot for me. That was 
like Saturday morning, got up, 10 o’clock or whenever we met. Bam! Here we are. And I 
started playing a little bit. And I don’t know, I didn’t play Take the A Train or any jazz 
standard or I didn’t play Miles Davis or Charlie Parker. But I am a very bebop influenced 
saxophonist. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: I mean, I love Sonny Stitt. I could hang the moon with Sonny Stitt. And I 
could hang the moon with Count Basie and with Duke Ellington. And I mean I just love 
those bands. And Thad Jones/Mel Lewis I couldn’t get enough of. And I played in big 
band all the time, you know. And well I directed big band. And I did a ton of Thad/Mel. 
Not as much of Ellington as I’ve always wanted to. Didn’t have the cats who could play 
clarinet and flute.  
JENKINS: Yeah, that’s… 
LULLOFF: But this was at the University of Illinois and as a GA at Michigan State and 
then my early days at Michigan State. So I heard these kind of bebop lines, particularly 
more influenced by some of the great alto players in Thad and Mel: Jerry Dodgion lines. 
He played lead for a while with them. But also then Cannonball Adderly, and Sonny Stitt. 
And those are the cats that I grew up with. I have every Sonny Stitt record I could get my 
hands on in the 70’s and 80’s. So a lot of the genesis of that is probably from that. And 
that was it. And then we worked on a couple of other things. He had me play, ‘Can you 
play this?’ (Sings lines from first movement) First movement, I just want to have you 
pay. I’d practiced it a little bit you know, he says, ‘Oh my God, you got that really fast.’ 
That first page, maybe half of the first page. He showed it to me, I played it. It falls in my 
fingers.  





LULLOFF: And, it’s not easy, just part of me, can I brag a little bit, I’m not meaning to 
brag… 
GOURWITZ: Sure, you should! 
LULLOFF: I’ve got pretty good technique 
JENKINS: (Chuckles) Yeah, I would say that’s true 
LULLOFF: What I mean is I was taught well, and for some reason it comes more 
naturally to me. I can’t slap tongue worth a shit. I can’t circular breathe to save my life. If 
I had to be on life support or circular breathe, I’ll take the life support. Or, no, maybe not. 
Just let me die… 
JENKINS/GOURWITZ: (Laughs) 
LULLOFF: You know…I have a deviated…I don’t know what I have up here. Maybe I 
should have an operation, but I don’t want to screw anything up.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: So the point is, but the technique comes easy, but I have to work at it, but I 
can assimilate it pretty quick. And then he says, ‘Oh, you can do that, OK, try this. Ok, 
that’s good…’ And then we worked on some other things. Then the third movement the 
same thing. He had me do a little bit of the third one. He had more of the third movement 
I think kind of sketched a little more. He didn’t have as much of the first as the third, as I 
recall. And, he said ‘The Creston sonata was my favorite piece in high school coming up. 
I am a horrible saxophonist.’ Well, it certainly doesn’t show in your composing. You 
know? Your compositions are brilliant, you must have had some musical talent as a 
saxophonist, certainly or else you wouldn’t be writing this well. So I said, ‘Sky’s the 
limit. Whatever you want.’ ‘How high do you want to go?’ And I said, ‘Well, I can 
probably get an Eb, E’ I can get an F now, but that’s because I’ve grown since that time 
and I’ve changed equipment. I mean, I can really nail an F. Originally, the last note was 
supposed to be an F. I said, I’d prefer an Eb or an E. 
JENKINS: I actually asked him about that. I said, ‘I’m sorry, I’m just a dumb 
saxophonist and conductor. I’m not a composer. I don’t pretend to understand your 
thought process. But why do go from this open fifth of B-F# to this Eb-Ab?’ And he was 
like, ‘Well, originally I had it up to an F…’ So he told me about that. 
LULLOFF: And I might ask him on subsequent performances, which I hope there are 
many more, I’m looking for more. If, by the way, if you have any extra leads or 
somewhere… 





LULLOFF: Yeah, I’d come down and do it. I’d never want to step on Mike’s toes, or 
anybody’s toes. Is Russ Mikkelson still there? 
JENKINS: Yes 
LULLOFF: Russ and I go way back 
JENKINS: He told me! Obviously I’m a saxophonist, but I’m one of his conducting 
students as well. 
LULLOFF: Russ is a great guy. 
JENKINS: Yeah, really cool dude. 
LULLOFF: But anyway, I’m not trying to get a gig. But yeah I am. So tell Russ I’m 
available for hire, and you know whatever. I can play the high F now. But that would be a 
whole ‘nother revision or another edition. It’s up to him, it’s up to Bryant. But then I’d 
have to re-record it. But that wouldn’t be the end of the world. I’d be happy to do that. So 
the point is, I said the sky’s the limit. So he said ‘What about some of these rips?’ (Sings 
m. 227 of third movement) And I said, ‘Yeah, that’d doable.’ And I mean…I came back 
out of that meeting and like, ‘What the hell did I just do to myself?’ Because I’m doing 
things down tempo. And then Janet got to enjoy hours and hours of practice.  
JENKINS: Sure 
LULLOFF: But it just kept coming easy. Not easy in a sense that it’s easy to play. But it 
seemed natural. You know, natural. Yeah it’s work. But it’s natural work. 
GOURWITZ: That’s what you mean by easy… 
LULLOFF: Don’t take…help me out… 
GOURWITZ: Joe owns this piece. It’s been performed by one other person. This is Joe’s 
piece. It’ll be performed by others… 
LULLOFF: I want it performed a lot by others… 
GOURWITZ: Because of all the time he spent with Steven, and because of the way Joe 
is. He didn’t just pick it up and figure out, ‘I can play this.’ Right? He literally owns it. 
And to me, that’s such a treat to see him perform it live, and to listen to the recording. 
Because I know what’s been going on. So, what you don’t know. Kevin, or Shelly Berg 
at the University of Miami has asked me to commission something. Or this one I actually 
asked Steven. Otherwise I don’t really know the other people to start with. I love jazz. 
Joe is one of the very few saxophone professors at this level. I don’t think there’s 
anybody else at Joe’s level for this, but that’s as adept at jazz and as comfortable as he is 





chops. Or what have is not really a love, there’s not a real interest. They’ve not been 
playing it since they were kids…which is not being critical of anyone else, it’s just taking 
advantage. Well, Steven came to understand Joe. My son, who will be 17 next week, is 
named after Duke Ellington 
LULLOFF: Jacob 
GOURWITZ: Jacob Ellington Gourwitz. So I love jazz. And I love watching Joe perform 
jazz. Play jazz whether it’s formally or informally, whatever. I could never ask, it’s not 
my responsibility. I’m just part of the team, right? I had no idea there would be so much 
jazz involvement, so much improvisation. Which to me, is like, the greatest. To see 
things that I actually have a real interest in, being represented in this piece, but I never 
discussed it with Steven. Right? It wouldn’t be appropriate. But Joe, and Steven, the more 
they go to know each other. Steven’s brilliant in a lots of ways, but he understood, if he 
was a painter, it would, OK here’s the pallet that I have. OK, well, here’s Joe. Joe can 
hear and play anything. I would think to the composer that would be, ‘Wow, I have a 
clean slate and I can go wherever I want. I can’t write only this style because that’s what 
this player can do. I can do what I as a composer want to do.’ So they took real 
advantage, I think, of that. And I think it’s great. And Joe’s had some of his students 
transcribe some of the pieces, so they can be played by someone who’s not as adept at 
jazz and it doesn’t leave out other great players who aren’t as comfortable and are just 
like, ‘Ah, I just don’t want to go there.’ 
LULLOFF: Well, I used it as a teaching tool. And I paid my students to do this. I 
contracted them outside of their work. Although I did use for one or two students it was 
an honors option, they wanted to pursue. But I felt that the work was put in was above the 
honors option. This doesn’t have to be published, but, it’s not against any rules at the 
University. But I just felt as a person, these kids don’t have any money. Right? They 
don’t 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: And so Grace Gelpi, from your home town. I don’t know if you know Grace, 
but she played on the masterclass with Debra Richtmeyer. And her father’s a professor at 
Ohio State in Math I think it is? They live down by the University there. Grace 
transcribed, her name is in the final score. You can take a picture of the signed, 
autographed copy, it’s in my satchel case. And Julian Velasco, who was in the 
competition here, great jazz player. And Joseph Herbst, who’s not here. He didn’t make 
the trip. He’s now a jazz studies major, but a very dear student of mine and finished up 
with saxophone. He did three years with me of saxophone, now he’s choosing to finish 
up with jazz. I needed people in the jazz area to transcribe the jazz. And then I proofed it 
all (the jazz parts here). I could have done the transcription myself, but for many reasons, 





wanted students who had great ears. But I also wanted students to stretch their ears, just 
like had to stretch myself to do this piece. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
GOURWITZ: You gave them once in a lifetime opportunities. I mean, Joe’s a great 
teacher. You can listen to recordings and take it off a record, but what kids can be 
intimately involved with the creation and they know their beloved professor, and I 
thought it was terrific. 
LULLOFF: And now they can use this on a resume. They have something in print from 
Steven. Steven was thrilled, took a little while. Patience is a virtue. Liz Ames did a 
terrific job in the piano reduction of this. I have not heard the piano reduction, but I’ve 
heard it is excellent and I’ve looked at it. 
JENKINS: Well, she’s done previously amazing work. 
LULLOFF: Oh, she’s amazing. It’s a true gift to have to do that. And Steven worked with 
her thank God. And Liz, and for the record, was so patient with me, in the sense of 
getting all the details right, because it took me a while to kind get back into this given the 
schedule to get the piano reduction out. But the reduction I think, very minimal 
discrepancies. You know, jazz is difficult to transcribe, when I think it’s accurately done, 
but I do want, for the record, for those who play this piece to reach beyond what the 
music says. Or what the printed ink is, and improvise. Even if they just take my melody 
there. And that’s one of twelve examples of recordings. I still have those recordings on 
my Drop Box, I’d be happy to share with you all the different recordings, if you’re 
interested. That goes beyond your scope probably. But it’s interesting. But when we did 
this, one of my students, Julian Velasco just sat there, and Sergei Kvitko, the brilliant 
engineer on that CD, just sat there. After the recording session with the band, Kevin said, 
‘OK Joe, you can record the cadenza. Why don’t you get out of here in 15 minutes, I’m 
sure you’re going to take the first or second cut.’ Well, like me, I’m a perfectionist, anal 
retentive perfectionist. I recorded 12 or something cadenzas. And some sucked and some 
were good. And I don’t know. After a while you’ve got to stop being Beethoven who 
would repeat things all the time, trying to get it right all the time, and you just put your 
work down and say, ‘Hey, this is me.’ And I ended up taking I think take 1 or 2 or 3. Or 
maybe it was a combination of a couple, but they were long stretches, they were not put 
together, sliced and diced as much. And I was very happy with it. And I think it 
represents the improvisations. The purpose of the improvisations are to represent the 
motives of the piece a little bit. Particularly the cadenza needs to be more of a 
development of the first opening three cadenzas. The opening three cadenzas try to set 
the stage. And let’s move on to something that I think is important that makes another 





You know, how many times do you hear a piece that they say, oh yeah, well, we want to 
have a jazz influenced piece? And I told that to Steve, I said, part of me, as Howard so 
much said, is jazz influenced. It sounds like jazz, but it’s square. I think part of that 
responsibility is on the performer. To make sure that he or she renders the right type of 
style with the right kind of sound and the right kind of approach to their instrument at any 
given time. It needs to be well thought out, it needs to be genuine. It’s not something you 
can study necessarily. It’s not something I can teach you in six weeks, or six months. You 
have to actually go live in the clubs. You have to live the life. You have to march in 
marching band. That’s important! Again, you have to march in the marching band if you 
want to understand what commitment is. And want to share the commitment. That’s what 
we do when we study music. And you do the same, I know you do. And this is where I 
think the jazz is. It needs to be more of an intrical part of the piece. It has to be an 
underlying fabric of the piece that might emerge. Denisov did a great job with the Sonata. 
First movement is more structured and more contemporary standpoint of serialism. Then 
the second elements introduces some jazz elements and some elements of Messiaen and 
all those guys who were kind of influence. And the third movement, in my opinion, is 
outright jazz movement, but with a classical construction. Or more classical 
contemporary construction. Not letting the jazz player improvise. That was not something 
done. 
I wanted a concerto that pushed us to improvise. Because a complete musician, a 
complete saxophonist is somebody who has got to be able to teach that in some way, 
shape or form, and hopefully demonstrate it. And these kids here are starting to do that. 
You know, Taimur Sullivan does it a lot. My kids do that. We force them to do it. Jeff 
Leoffert, you know, played this piece too. That’s when Steven gave me that second 
movement, 2 to 3 weeks to go, ‘By the way, you’ll get it, you’ll improvise it.’ And at first 
I went, there’s no chord changes. Then I went, ‘Ahhhhh’ 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
LULLOFF: Ok, leave me alone. You know? I was just worried because I didn’t have 
enough time for it to soak into me. And so if you hear the subsequent recordings, you 
could get recordings from the University of Oklahoma and Jonathan Nichol, Oklahoma 
State, every place that I went through here, and you’ll hear the development of ideas that 
I kept working on, before I actually recorded the piece. The many times I played it with 
MSU, interesting. I mean, I have a preacher improvisation. You know how preachers get 
up there (I love southern gospel preachers), you know (garbled preacher speak) kind of 
speaking, kind of working ideas out like a composer might. And I think I really settled on 
that I have certain motives that I kind of settle on, but then I kind of go off on certain 
things. I would love Branford (Marsalis) to play this piece. I told Branford a couple of 





GOURWITZ: He could do this. 
LULLOFF: I would like to see what he would do with it. You know, he might take it 
more from a jazz standpoint on some things. I think the last movement would scare the 
crap out of him. As it scares the crap out of me every time I play it.  
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
LULLOFF: But it’s a fun kind of scared. I want to take this roller coaster ride at Cedar 
Point, that they say, you know what, people over 50 years old shouldn’t take if you have 
a heart condition. Well, I don’t have a heart condition or that, but I probably shouldn’t 
take it. Vertigo might come back, you know. So that’s where this opening here introduces 
the idea, and then it morphs a little more. And then, I start to improvise in this section a 
little bit now (following 69). When I recorded I didn’t. First playing I did maybe a little 
bit. But I started to really take it off. And then, I take all that information and try to wrap 
it in the cadenza. So, I’ve gone on and on too much, and I’m sorry, and you’ve probably 
got more specific questions we need to get to. 
JENKINS: You’ve actually along the way, answered several of them. It’s been good, it’s 
been profitable. 
LULLOFF: I hope so. 
JENKINS: Because one of my questions was just about your collaboration with Steven, 
and how that back and forth went.  
LULLOFF: And he was not one of these composers. I mean yes, he would be very picky 
in the band rehearsal. Oh the clarinets need to do this, this and this. Joe, I really think 
there’s a couple of things you need to do here, this and this. So he was very instructive.  
Let me finish one thing on Steven’s comments on my playing. So, first movement was 
always good. Maybe every once in a while he would say I was rushing, or I wasn’t 
getting these, I’ll go through here in a second, I wasn’t getting the rhythmicity I call it, of 
the piece exactly. And sometimes it rushed things. I was trying to get the piece not to 
sound metronomic, but to sound more organic. It would have more of a flow to it. Have a 
sense of shape and direction on a micro and much more on a grandiose or macro. This 
part here, he was very specific, I have a problem with that rhythm after 143, just making 
sure I was exactly together with percussion. Very important to do.  
Here, this area, (m. 155, 1st movement). I would always have a problem getting that right 
off. He also wanted the trills to be very morphing (m. 162, 1st movement) You know how 
a trill…but, and trying to make these, into the trills and out of the trills very smooth and 





be able to transcribe this part from just listening to the recording and you have to be as 
accurate as possible, but you can’t make it sound metronomic. 
JENKINS: Gotcha, yeah. 
LULLOFF: And so he has a lot of offset rhythms that are very difficult for the performer. 
And then why does the composer write that? Why does he put that speck of ink there? 
(Marcato/staccato notes at measure 177 & 178) What articulation does he want? Be very 
specific with it. Does that speck of ink represent the same kind of speck of ink as there 
(marcato at 179)? No. This is shorter here because it’s got a staccato. This has to have a 
little more fatness like a brass, ‘Bop!’ versus ‘dot, dot, dot, dot’ you know. Brass players 
stopping the note with the tongue, instead of letting the air shape the note. Those types of 
details I think was really important here.  
And then, this is kind of that mini-cadenza idea, I think that (sings measure 238), when 
you have the ability as the performer to stretch out of the time to give a sense of a 
cadenza like feel, foreshadowing what’s coming into the second movement. But you still 
have to pay attention to the band time. You can’t be totally devoid of it. So those types of 
things, I think that are some specific things that he wanted me to do with the first 
movement.  
Second was pretty straight forward. I always felt his use of range was very smart. The 
piece is deceptive because sometimes you have to play a little louder because you’re 
playing against your brass colleagues. And you just have to do this. The end of the 
second movement, I cried probably for, I don’t know, the first month that I played it. It’s 
just haunting. It made me think of the loss of my parents a little bit. It made me think of 
Janet a lot. It made me think of life a lot. It made me think of a lot of things of who I need 
to be. It gives us a little bit of cadenza like material with jazz with this diminished lick 
(m. 88, first movement). To be honest, actually I thought there was too much diminished 
when I played the piece. But then I started getting into the piece of, ‘how do you make a 
diminished lick’ how can you shape it so it doesn’t always sound the same all the time? 
And that helps us grow as a musicians, if you get a certain kind of pattern or lick how to 
you make it sound not like a pattern? But make it sound interesting. I have certain 
chromatic tendencies. You know, moving this and that.  
And then you start to evaluate these, this writing in the first movement at 157 and all 
these kinds of things he opens the movement with. Are places where he kind of 
intersperses minor seconds and minor thirds and you can find there is a whole set of 
language and a set of leanings, if you lean this note this way, it kind of gives more of this 
harmonic kind of sound. And I’m not talking about this is a diminished 7th chord that 
comes out of this kind of interpretation. Or this is a #11 chord. I’m talking just the sound, 
the actual sound how you kind of shape, you know what I’m saying? I think for me, 





has to be able to live and have a life, and show the life, whether with vibrato or not. Or, 
series of notes have to have a path and a direction, and then you leave that path or 
direction, and go on to another series of notes. It’s that kind of expressivity that I think is 
important.  
Third movement. I always thought the improvisation section is very challenging in the 
third movement. Because the chords he writes, and I’ll be very specific, and he disagrees 
with me, are not the chords that I play, I don’t think. They’re hard, but I just hear certain 
a kind of modal or kind of pattern if you transcribe my solo. You might be better to talk 
to Julian Velasco, who transcribed this, or those guys…or another type of jazz approach, 
they can give you a little more sense of that. And a lot of it’s just the way I hear the 
underpinning of that.  
It’s so hard to get out of bar 88 and 89, because when you’re in the midst of a jazz 
improvisation, you’re not counting, ‘1-2-3-4, 2-2-3-4’ and however it comes in and 
you’ve got to wrap it back in. So you’ve got to almost be a little more patient. It’s kind of 
like the art of yielding. Don’t play too many notes but just kind of let it float a little bit. 
And then you can kind of…working to make sure the improvisations don’t stifle the line. 
That the improvisations flow more directly into the line, so an audience member, like 
yourself, or a listener, would say, ‘Oh my gosh! Was that improvised? Or was it written?’ 
And that’s, I think, important for the performer. At the end, I asked him to move this up 
an octave. He never heard it, that’s why the 8va is there (measure 134 – original score – 
marked as described in current edition). That was my suggestion if I may be so bold as to 
say, that was pretty good. So he listened to me. And I always thought that in the 3rd 
movement, I still have a concern. It’s not an argument against Steven. It’s just the fact, 
you never hear…first of all, he gave the option not to play this (original score – altissimo 
notes in the soloist part with the eighth note chords from 201 to 208), so I take 8 bars out. 
I did play this in the original, on the YouTube version. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: And then I took it out in the recording. And it was much better. Because I 
needed rest on the chops in the third movement. I mean, you’re sitting there blowing your 
brains out, and you’re about nineteen minutes in, right? Twenty minutes in, twenty-two 
minutes in the concerto. By the way, the concerto was supposed to be fifteen minutes. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) Was it really? 
LULLOFF: And we got a hell of a deal. 
JENKINS: Oh yeah, 
LULLOFF: Just a hell of a deal. You get a composer who likes to write for the instrument 





Oh, we had to do a lot of changes of hums and growls from the original. Because of 
where you are in the range, he didn’t quite understand. Of the things I can do of 
contemporary techniques, I think my hums and growls are most universal amongst most 
players. In other words, some players, like the Beat Box guy last night. You know, he can 
do anything with…(laughing) whatever…but then again he plays on a set up that allows 
sometimes much more forgiveness for that, not like a classical set up. For me, the hum 
and the growl was pretty universal. The higher up you get, the less you can growl and the 
more you gotta hum, as you well know. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
LULLOFF: So if you look at this…200. (Sings ensemble tutti line m. 199-200), right in 
that, there’s eight bars or so that I’m out. Then I’m back at 210. And then he wrote this, 
rewrote it. He took this stuff out at 210 (original score: soloist plays 8th note chords with 
trumpets from 210-218). (Sings current line starting at 210 in solo part). I wanted him to 
go up the octave.  
JENKINS: Where you’re there with the horns if I remember right. 
LULLOFF: Yeah (sings more of the line), but the problem is, I’ve got to go up to an F#. 
And again, that was out of my range. Now it’s not quite in the range, but not out of the 
possibility. Except it sounds like squealing chickens, you know. You don’t want that 
sound. And the reason he said he wanted it with the horns is he wanted the power of the 
saxophone to connect within the band, and it just sounded better. So, you blow your butt 
off here, and get that big sound. A little more accent. So there’s a change there as you 
will probably see from that. 
It’s an emotional piece. This is a marathon, this is a true marathon. You have to work out 
and you have to prepare yourself. And yeah, does an F make sense, fine. But I do hear the 
Eb. I don’t hear Steven’s open fifth idea. And sometimes, you want a little crunch. A lot 
of these band pieces end with this nice consonant chord. Come on, let’s end it with a 
sharp eleven, it’s a jazz piece for God’s sake. 
So, those are the couple things. He wanted me to be a little stricter here and there. He was 
pretty liberal with letting me have my voice.  
JENKINS: Yeah, well, that was one of the things I asked him about. In things that I’ve 
seen him post or write, he’s pretty pragmatic about writing music, because he wants it to 
be performed at the end of the day. But this is such a personal piece. I don’t feel like it’s 
written for you, I feel like it’s written with you.  





JENKINS: Well, I understand that. Because I think it’s an amazing piece of music. But 
you’re so inextricably tied into it, is what I’m saying. Your voice is. 
LULLOFF: I appreciate that. And that’s an interesting thing. Maybe that’s what makes 
the Franck Sonata work, because it was written for Ysaÿe, a gift to Ysaÿe. Maybe his 
voice was written in that piece. Or maybe there’s other piano pieces written for great 
pianists or what not. I feel honor with that. But I want people to find their voice. I think 
it’s possible for people to find their voice in music. And that they can find their jazz voice 
in this, or their true voice in this, as much as I’ve found mine. 
LULLOFF: And somebody said, this is really written for you and only for you. Yeah, but 
God, get this piece out. Steven Banks did a brilliant job. Absolutely brilliant. Brilliant job 
of this piece.  
JENKINS: I just watched his performance the other night on YouTube.  
LULLOFF: And I loved it. My YouTube, by the way, of the Navy Band will be out.  
JENKINS: Oh cool 
LULLOFF: I’ve just been waiting to put it out. I didn’t want it to overshadow Steven’s. I 
just want to wait. I think I’ll put it out on my birthday or something. Or maybe on the 
birthday of this piece which would have been four years this year. So maybe that’s what 
I’ll do. And celebrate that when, April, 20th? 
GOURWITZ: 22nd 
LULLOFF: 22nd. And the Navy Band has given me permission to do so. But I’m going to 
talk to Dana Booher, just to make sure we’re good. 
I think the point here is, it really is a piece to get the performer to reach for their next 
voice in their performance life. It’s not just my voice. I think it’s got legs, but it’s taken a 
little while. There was only a two year exclusivity or something like that. 
GOURWITZ: You played it a lot. 
LULLOFF: I played it like a dozen times. 
JENKINS: I love Steven’s writing, it was one of the reasons I wanted to research this. 
The Acton Ossling dissertation on pieces of serious artistic merit for wind ensemble. It’s 
this dissertation from the 70’s and there have been a couple of iterations on it. And the 
Dahl and the Husa are the two saxophone concerti that continue to show up on this list of 
significant, worthy works. And, digging through this, and seeing the architecture and the 
structure and the intricacy in the way that he uses that motive and that chord progression. 





performances, that people aren’t scared off by the improvisation or whatever else and that 
it gets performances. Because I feel like it’s that worthy of a work to be on there. 
LULLOFF: That’s why we made the piano reduction for concerto competitions. But I 
think we got to get it out more. Not just me, but other performers have to go and play it. I 
want to play it a lot. Playing with band is with our orchestra. You know. But I want other 
people, I want Steven Banks to play it. I want people to render it the right way. But it’s 
OK to have various performances of it. And I think it’s going to take a little while. It 
takes a while to catch on. But it must be known for it. That’s the intent. I think it’s 
implied at least. Certainly Steven wants it that way. I think part of the thing is to get wide 
publicity and distribution on this piece. Steven and I, and Howard knows this, Steven has 
a premiere of his music with orchestra. One of his new pieces, a fanfare for orchestra, I 
don’t want to mischaracterize it, it’s like an eight minute piece. An opener. But it’s like a 
fanfare piece with Detroit Symphony coming up in the first weekend in April, we’re all 
going to go see. I’ve played a lot with Leonard Slatkin in St. Louis and some in Detroit. 
And I’m hopeful that maybe we might be able to garner some interest. It’s really hard to 
break into that world. Having an orchestra perform this would benefit the piece greatly. 
I’m not sure it’s going to help as much the band piece. But it will give more publicity to 
this piece. But this has to be played by our young kids. Our Julian Velascos. Our Joseph 
Herbsts. Our Jonathan Nichols. Steven Banks. All these brilliant performers.  
Is there anything else we haven’t covered? A listing of performance, maybe for your 
record. Help me Howard. That’s the other thing to be noted. He has been at practically 
every…he has moved mountains in his law firm. I don’t whether if I should thank him, or 
Benson, his partner. To come to performances 
GOURWITZ: Both 
LULLOFF: We played it at Michigan State. After Michigan State we played it at…help 
me out Howard…in the summer…. 
GOURWITZ: In Austria 
LULLOFF: In the summer at the Mid Europe Festival in Schaldming, Austria 
GOURWITZ: Schaldming. I couldn’t think of it. Schaldming. Then in Strasbourg, 
France, at the World Saxophone Congress. 
LULLOFF: Strasbourg, France. We’ve played it, obviously this is not in chronological 
order.  
GOURWITZ: In Oklahoma, in Kansas City 
LULLOFF: University of Oklahoma. I played it at Stillwater at Oklahoma State 





GOURWITZ: Oh, it was in Texas Tech, it wasn’t Kansas City. In Lubbock. 
LULLOFF: I did it with Dallas Winds, with Jerry Junkin and the Dallas Wind Symphony. 
Texas Tech was with Sarah McKoin, and her ensemble down there. She’s a Brevard 
alumni. Oklahoma State was with Joe Missal at the Region 4 conference last year. I did it 
at Navy Band Conference. And we did it again at Michigan State in preparation for the 
CD recording session. So we’ve done it a few times. Kevin’s reprogrammed it. We did it 
in Indianapolis, with Kevin, at the Music for All Conference. But that was invited from 
Kevin. I want to say that is online somewhere. I have the video on my computer if you 
need it, but you don’t need it. But the most important thing was that was inspiring for 
high school students, because that’s a high school thing. They played the crap out of it. 
So those are some of the performances. We’re trying to get it in Japan, but the connection 
with Kevin in Japan didn’t quite work out. And you know, there’s a lot of territorial, 
good territorial thing. But sometimes they want to use their own saxophonist. Fine. But 
we’re just looking for more performances of it. As if I were to play the Dahl Concerto or 
other concertos as well. But, this would be certainly first on my recommended list. If 
somebody said, ‘Well we’re thinking about doing a concerto.’ ‘Well, what about the 
Bryant? I’d really love to do the Bryant with you guys if you want.’ Sometimes it works 
and sometimes it doesn’t. So hopefully the orchestra version will work for us. 
JENKINS: Yeah, I talked to Steven a little bit about that the other day too. 
LULLOFF: OK? 
JENKINS: Awesome. Thank you gentlemen.  








Appendix B. Interview with Steven Bryant 
Conducted by Chet Jenkins 
March 08, 2018 over Skype 
 
JENKINS: Thank you very much again for agreeing to do this, I really appreciate it! 
BRYANT: Sure 
JENKINS: Obviously a lot of biography has already been done on you so I’m not going 
to ask you anything about that kind of stuff, we will just go right with the composition 
itself. I’m meeting with Joe and Howard on Sunday but I was just kind of curious from 
your perspective or from your standpoint, if you could tell me a little bit about the genesis 
of the commissioning of the work from your side? 
BRYANT: Yeah I mean I guess it was sort of inevitable that I would write a sax concerto 
at some point since I was a saxophone player. But I remember the moment I was like 
“yeah I’m going to write it and I’m going to write it for this guy”. I was at the ABA 
convention in 2012, I guess it's exactly 6 years ago this week. 
JENKINS: (chuckles) 
BRYANT: I was in Indianapolis and Joe was playing Mackey’s Soprano Saxophone 
Concerto with, I think it was UT Austin, but Kevin Sedatole was conducting as a guest 
conductor, and I knew Mackey’s Concerto, he was an old friend.  
JENKINS: Sure 
BRYANT: But just the way Joe could play so extraordinarily softly, sitting in that hall 
and filling this really, really big hall with this sound, and yet it be just on the threshold of 
hearing it. Something about that moment, I thought, Oh there is potential here for 
something I really want to make. So I think it was that night we were all out at some bar 
or club…I don’t know. It was strange because it was not the sort of place that Howard or 
Kevin or me or Joe would ever go… 
JENKINS: (laughs)  
BRYANT: ….thumping house music, and all that sort of thing over drinks, we were 
talking about it and all of us were there at that moment and I said I wanted do this and 
they wanted to do it and it was born out of that moment. 






JENKINS: So how did you come to use or decide to use the Creston motive for this? 
BRYANT: I don't remember precisely. Having been a saxophone player, an alto player, I 
played it at some point in college…probably not very well. You know, that opening bar 
was still embedded in my memory, I can’t quite remember the moment exactly. It wasn’t 
calculated, I didn’t cast around for saxophone war horse pieces, I will steal this moment.  
JENKINS: (laughs) 
BRYANT: The motive itself is the sort of motive I like to use any way so it would very 
much already fit with my predilections, so it was an obvious fit with the 3rds and half 
steps, it automatically has this built in chromaticism.   
JENKINS: Yes 
BRYANT: So I knew I could string that together into sequences and flow it through 
tonalities, those sort of motives I gravitate toward anyway, so that is probably why that 
one…and it tied into my own history as a saxophonist and it would be a nice little inside 
joke or connection for every single saxophonist out there. 
JENKINS: (laughs) 
 BRYANT: I can’t remember beyond that, I don’t remember the moment. I wrote a lot of 
music for this piece, it was hard. (laughs) I think there was a lot of other music before 
that, before I zeroed in on that. But I don’t recall clearly.  
JENKINS:  You weren’t sitting around with the Glazunov trying to mine that? (laughs) 
BRYANT: No! 
JENKINS: (laughs) So obviously when you are manipulating through, maybe you already 
touched on this, obviously you decide to flat the 5th pitch and it gives you some different 
material and then later in the 3rd movement you decided to raise it a half step.  
(BRYANT and JENKINS both looking up score) 
JENKINS: Its right after the alto entrance (sings music) it drops, it’d be like the 5th bar of 
3rd movement. The octave displacement throws it, the G, F, D, Eb, Ab instead of the F#. 
BRYANT: Yeah, Yeah that’s just you know, change the pitch by a whole step that’s all 
the intuitive sort of thing I do. Where you start kind of transforming, stretching the 
motive, but you still recognize it as the motive. I love to do that. I don’t remember doing 
that. 
JENKINS: I understand it may not have been necessarily a thought out, “Oh I got to mine 
this one later on.” I just thought it was so cool how you used this motive so inclusively 





conducting lessons, “Good composers are like bad poker players. They show their hand 
at the very beginning.” 
BRYANT: (Laughs) That’s a good one. Yeah, well, thank you. That’s pretty much my 
whole modus operandi of composing and that comes from all of my teachers, but 
particularly Francis McBeth. The organic development of a motive, and a single motive. 
And that’s been a thing I’ve tried to do for years now is just build as much as possible 
from as little as possible and make it really obvious. 
JENKINS: What are the challenges with that? This is twenty some minutes worth of 
music, without the cadenza. When you have so little material, how do you keep it from 
sounding the same? Obviously you’re a fantastic composer, but how do you make it not 
do that. 
BRYANT: (Laughs) Man, if I could codify that and sell it as a book I would….I drink a 
lot of coffee.  
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
BRYANT: So, I’ve been taught to think big picture, architecturally about all of my 
pieces, especially a large piece like this. I think in character first. Like the first 
movement, I knew I wanted to make something fast and quiet. Those are my initial ideas, 
before I even knew the motive. And then I started looking for ways that this motivic 
material can serve that larger idea. What can I do to it? What all can I teeth out of it that 
would fit that character or this architecture? Slow it way down. Just play it really quietly. 
Sequence it. Build harmonies out of it. All the usual sort of composery things. I find 
actually that it’s freeing. I should look this up because I always try to quote it but I can’t 
remember Stravinsky’s quote. “There’s a lot of music left to be written in C major.” He’d 
rather be told to write, “You need to write a tuba quartet” not write whatever you want. 
It’s much easier to work in a box and set limits. I think that fosters creativity. When 
you’re a young composer, I think that can be very frustrating. But I’ve done this a lot, and 
I’m certainly no longer a young composer. Because then I know where the solution is. 
Like, I’m stuck. Well the solution is already right in front of me. That’s all I’m allowing 
myself to use. It gives you a direction to search. Now there’s a lot of noodling and a lot of 
different playing with it a million different ways and going, ‘Well that’s stupid. Well 
that’s stupid. Well that’s stupid.’ So there’s just a whole lot of inefficiency in writing a 
ton of music. A lot more music gets cut out than stays in. So for all the pages of music 
you see, there’s much more that didn’t end up in there, or variations where it went 
different directions. So it’s really an inefficient process of trying to do everything I can 
possibly imagine to do with it, and then only picking out the best bits. And saying, 
‘That’s what I meant to do.’  I don’t know. I don’t have any processes or systematic ways 
of approaching it but once I find a hook, like the first movement, or the third movement, 
which is what I wrote first. Which actually helped, you know, just that (sings first two 
measures of the third movement) sequencing, what is it, jumping by minor 6ths or 
something. I don’t remember how, but I chose those kind of intervals and that makes it 





OK…now just spin that out obsessively and to something. And put some ostinatos under 
it to give it some rhythmic regularity. And the other things is, when you have that 
element happening somewhere, you can do some other stuff that’s not necessarily 
directly related but it will feel related, because you have some thread of that color still in 
the fabric. I don’t know. I’m talking a lot, I don’t really have an answer for you. 
JENKINS: The compositional process to me is just fascinating. And that was one of the 
things, sitting down with this, the more I’ve sat down with it and looked through it….the 
end of the third movement…223 to the end. You start the Solace chord progression 
starting a little bit, then pounding between the Gb major 9 to the chord built on the 
Creston, then to the Gb major 9, then the chord built on the Creston motive. I was like, 
‘This was really cool!’ And it never sounds contrived when it’s going through. But then 
you look at it and it’s like, ‘Oh, this is just the Solace progression going up. You put it in 
a different tonality and finish it in a third tonality. I just find it fascinating. 
BRYANT: Well thanks. Part of it is finding intuitively looking for a melodic shape where 
I want it to go and then, forcing the existing motive material or the Solace chord 
progression, those sorts of things into that shape. Like, OK, it can serve it this way but I 
want to hit these pitches and I want to end up here. How can I sort of pour that concrete 
into these molds I’ve made and somehow it always works out. I don’t know why or how. 
JENKINS: Just out of curiosity with that point, that ending. It basically works its way up 
from that first F minor and ultimately ends up in B major if I remember right at 238. There’s 
just like a general progression of rising tonality. Was that the idea with that? 
BRYANT: Yes, I mean there are these very simple levers to increase excitement as you 
build. Range, tessitura. Also kind of planning out, ‘I need to end up here and this is already 
freaking high, I shouldn’t go any higher than that.’ And it ended up a little higher than I 
would have liked. That final note in the solo part is….it’s…..it’s really freaking high. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
BRYANT: I could never have played it. But trying to work that out so that I don’t have to 
cheat at some point and bring it back down or kill the moment. The overall architecture is 
everything so that it really feels organic and planned. And sometimes I’ll get ‘OK, that’s 
going to end up here, I need to move this down here. So now I need to work backwards 
from there.  How do I make it feel natural to get to that point? And usually that connection 
point or that solution is way on back in the piece.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: I will make big structural changes if it’s necessary to make the flow work 
exactly like I want it to work. That’s one of the biggest ways I chose tonal centers and 
where I put things. It’s all based on instruments and their idiomatic ranges. You know, a 
lot of my pieces, it’s all about the big horn line and where that fits the horns, and everybody 






BRYANT: You know, then it makes it work. Because if suddenly your line goes up way 
too high, then it’s never going to be that satisfying, even if you have players that can play 
it. It’s just not idiomatic. So I know that a lot of the satisfaction of a piece comes from if 
it lays, not necessarily easily, but in the right ranges for all the instruments.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: That’s huge, you know. We’re dealing with physics here, and those sort of 
pragmatic considerations are huge. And then I try to find how does the musical material 
work within that? And again, sometimes, somehow it just works out. 
JENKINS: Very cool. Obviously you use motive harmonically a lot, you said you like the 
sound of thirds and half steps kind of stacked together, sometimes you stack it like…one 
version at 171, you have it built on D, C, A, Bb and then Bb, Ab, F, F# so you have two 
different versions of the motive together, with a pivot pitch, serving both. What about 
that appeals to you? You said you like that ability, and I could probably come up with 
like eight different chords spelled with those pitches, you know? (Laughing) 
BRYANT: It just shows how I think different though…I think that pivot pitch, I play 
pretty fast and once I find my core motive material, I put myself in a box and anything 
remotely related to that counts for me. I don’t obsess over it too much, once I’ve played 
with the motive a long time, I intuitively make choices that fit within that sonic world, 
sometimes I’m not even conscious of them. I know I want a certain kind of density of 
pitch, so I’ll be like “oh that works…or no what if we overlap it that way”. I have some 
intuitive sense of kind of the density and dissonance or chord I’m looking for and then I 
go looking for how can I use what I have to make that thing, and however it overlaps, 
there’s not a theoretical calculation to it. It is intuitive but I’m using the blocks I’ve 
chosen, I’ve chosen all yellow Legos. 
JENKINS: (laughs) 
BRYANT: Now I’m going to build something wild out of it, it’s all going to end up 
yellow because that’s what allowed myself to start with but I don’t know exactly what 
I’m going to build with it. 
JENKINS: When you’re writing this way do you tend to write lines on top of each other 
or are you thinking more horizontally versus vertically a lot of the time? 
BRYANT: Yeah, now sometimes I’m working on it, and if there is a very specific chord 
progression, say the Solace chord progression, or in the first movement of Ecstatic 
Waters, that big horn fanfare thing I do, I worked that out very carefully, at the keyboard. 
But when I compose I’m looking at Digital Performer, in fact I’m composing right now 
(shows computer monitor), this is what I see. 
JENKINS: Gotcha 
BRYANT: You know, all those colored bars and lines and stuff, I’m very visual, so that 





move like that. Yeah, I think I can also see the shapes of the motive, motivic stuff, so I 
can tell at a glance that it’s related or I can see patterns or maybe different ways of 
putting things together. Linearly the line is very important, where we are going and why, 
and how long we take to get there, time rules all! And that’s what I spend most of my 
time doing, massaging things so that time flows exactly how I want it too! I don’t know 
that I provided any answer there, but that’s what I do. 
JENKINS: No, It’s good’s insight! Since obviously the work was written for Lulloff, and 
ultimately inspired too by his capabilities of improvisation as well, and obviously he is an 
amazing performer. But his ability to play both sides as an improviser and a classical 
saxophonist, maybe creates some challenges for some with this work, do you see that as a 
potential limitation or did you even worry about that? 
BRYANT: Yes, I’m usually very pragmatic and that comes from my teachers, and from 
Francis McBeth, my dad was a high school band director. I’ve written a lot of music for 
various levels and I make choices within that to keep it…this is not one of the pieces I 
was pragmatic. I said screw it! This is for him, and it needs to be a vehicle for him to be 
at the very limit of what it is to be Joe Lulloff! And because it’s for saxophonist, and you 
all occupy a special space, the ability to improvise much more widespread I think, among 
saxophonist then it is with a lot of other instruments. 
JENKINS: Sure 
BRYANT: I probably would have thought more about it if it had been a clarinet concerto, 
or a flute concerto. I wouldn’t have gone there, and I didn’t plan originally go there with 
the long improvised cadenza and the jazz influence. That was not my original plan, so 
much not so overtly, but it was when he was here and improvising over this 3rd 
movement, which I had written and that’s all, and it just sort of opened it up. Oh ok, let’s 
go there! And that’s the moment I made that choice. We are going to go here and we are 
going to go here completely and it may rule out some players or scare them off. And I 
just decided ok, for this piece that’s ok! That’s just how it is, it needs to be that! 
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: But I also think there will be plenty of players who do play it or attempt it at 
least.  
(both laugh) 
JENKINS: I did a lecture recital on some of this last year, and so I’ve played through it. 
And I played selections of it on there, but obviously not to Joe’s level. This piece is a 
beast but the intensity of it is really unique and really cool! I’ve just kind of fallen in love 
with it! But like I said to you in one of the emails I sent to you, I’ve conducted a number 
of your works. I just did Nothing Gold Can Stay with our high school honor band thing 
that we just did… 





JENKINS: …and I’ve done ImPercynation and Suite Dreams and so I’ve done a number 
of your works and I’m drawn to your music. I actually watched the live stream of the 
premiere of this, because I was like “oh that’s cool” and I’ve just fallen in love with the 
piece since then! And I figured if I’m going to have to write a research paper it might as 
well be on something I like! 
BRYANT: Good call! 
(both laugh) 
JENKINS: In one of the blog posts, and you were just talking about this, you were talking 
about how Joe had started improvising around it. You said, “Fortunately, I recorded 
several takes of this, and after he left, I experimented with the recorded material out of 
context, and wove melancholic harmonies around his playing to form part of movement 
II”. Can you provide an example of where that might be? 
BRYANT: The original…yeah. Give me a second, I’ve written several pieces since then. 
JENKINS: I totally understand. 
BRYANT: I clear my brain after each one and go onto the next. That’s why when people 
refer to bar numbers, I’m like, “I don’t know”. 
JENKINS: (laughs) 
BRYANT: Ok, 2nd movement, bar 117 when he enters. 
JENKINS: Yes 
BRYANT: Page 44, so that whole passage through 132 up until the credenza, that’s just a 
transcription of something he played. I still have all these files somewhere, I don’t throw 
anything away. So that was, if I recall correctly, that is literally what he played, but all 
this was over the 3rd movement. So at a different tempo. So what I did is took the file out, 
took out all the reference stuff, and just played it out of context, but then I started 
improvising these long gossamer harmonies around it, based on  it. And it just “Like Ohh, 
this is fun”  
(both laugh) 
BRYANT: I mean, it’s a whole different direction. Because I was recontextualizing it and 
writing music around someone else’s notes but those person’s notes were based on my 
notes to start with.  
JENKINS: Yeah (laughs) 






BRYANT: And that was really fun! So that is definitely one moment, and that may be the 
most prominent one. But then later at 87-88 (sings line) he did that lick, and then I just 
started weaving that in all over the place.  
JENKINS: Yeah, those licks lay so nicely! There’s music that obviously feels terrible 
when you play it and this is not one of those things, it’s just a really nice jazz lick that 
just lays well under the fingers. 
BRYANT: Yeah, yeah. It was fun to take those, knowing that they would have this player 
quality to them, because he played them. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: Ok now put myself in that box and it’s all quasi related to my motive anyway. 
That was a new way of working for me, I’m very solitary. Nobody gets in the process 
until I’m done with the piece and there it is and here’s the piece. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: This was at first, weird and uncomfortable but because of his musicality and 
the way he can take in what I was doing, very quickly and start filtering it, it was really, 
really fun! Now he has a lot of opinions, and the cadenza stuff has gone way….well I just 
let him go…it’s his piece. 
(both laugh) 
BRYANT: The original cadenza I wrote in there, which I don’t know if they…nah I don’t 
think they are still in there. It was just some of his improvisation, which I left in as a 
potential cadenza. But he didn’t want them, he wasn’t satisfied with it, it was him just 
screwing around he wanted to think about it and write all these new cadenzas so I just let 
him do that… But I really liked them…..I think it’s at 69, 
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: those little burst of fast tempo stuff, those are all direct transcriptions, where I 
would write the slow music and I would plop in a fragment of his improvisations in there, 
over it, and that disjunct, two world feeling was literally what was happening. 
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: And that tempo was about the same as the 3rd movement because that’s where 
it’s from. 
JENKINS: Yeah that’s cool, to me that was one of things was so stark about this 
movement, it is so slow. That pulse that piano half notes that just sit there, and then this 
sudden flurry of activity at 18 and you get transported to another world for a second…it’s 








JENKINS: That last saxophone line, with the freak out and all the growling and 
everything. It’s a lot of fun! It’s great fun to practice in the practice rooms! 
BRYANT: (laughs) Yep 
JENKINS: What inspired you write that? I feel like a lot of this is pretty controlled up 
unto that point and then all hell breaks loose! 
BRYANT: Yeah well if it’s going to break loose it should be right at the end! 
(both laugh) 
BRYANT: You know, I love music that is visceral, I love experiences in the concert hall 
that just grab you and say “You will listen to this”! And you can’t resist it, and I really 
despise the opposite of that, where it is just like this glass wall between you and the stage 
and ugh! 
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: And I was thinking, how can I hype this up all the way, save it until the end 
and then turn it up to 11 for the last couple of pages!  
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: Lulloff showed me that low Bb, doing that thing, he showed that to me and I 
was like, “Ok, I’m doing that! How do I write it, like this? And scream?” I don’t 
remember if he said I should write the words “Freak Out” or I did? It might have been 
him, “this is what I want, I want to freak out, ok yeah, write that”! And so what do you do 
at the very end, what is even more ridiculous then, “set horn on fire, fly away with jet 
pack”! 
JENKINS: Right!  
(both laugh) 
BRYANT: He keeps threatening to do that, and I’m like “Do it”! I use the growling and 
humming and I think I just wanted to amp it all the way up and what’s left to do? 
JENKINS: Yeah. This may be a dumb question. So, the last two chords you have those 
open fifths, the B-F# and then it goes to Ab-Eb while Joe’s hanging onto that F#. So, how 
did you decide to do that movement while he’s still hanging on that F#. 
BRYANT: Well, actually, I originally wanted him to go up a whole step higher to tonic. 
JENKINS: Oh…OK 
BRYANT: And really resolve it. And he could, but he was really not comfortable 






BRYANT: And being an absolute pro, he wanted to only do whatever he knew he could 
do 100% of the time, instead of 85 or 90. 
JENKINS: Right….absolutely 
BRYANT: So we compromised on that. I don’t want to ever cast it like, ‘Well Joe 
couldn’t play the note.’ He totally could. I would prefer it to be on tonic, a whole step 
higher. But, it’s his piece, so that’s what it is.  
JENKINS: Cool 
BRYANT: That’s the answer. 
JENKINS: One last question that I have that’s just kind of like a technical question. In 
the first movement where you’ve got the increasing articulation, around bar 175 (sings 
example), and you’ve got fast as possible. Is that even to like double or triple tongue it. 
Or do want that single tongued. How fast, or is there a too fast for you, as far as that 
effect is concerned?  
BRYANT: Oh, that hasn’t come up in rehearsals being a problem. You mean in all the 
parts, or when he does it to? 
JENKINS: Well, I was talking more specifically to the brass part. 
BRYANT: I think they don’t have time to get to that flutter-tongue speed or anything like 
that. It works itself out. I mean about where it’s roughly 16th notes it looks like. That 
hasn’t been a problem. If they’ve had issues or questions, they’ve worked it out in 
rehearsal before I got there so, I think it pretty much works itself out. I certainly don’t 
want it to be…I don’t want people to obsess over it. Just do what feels right. 
JENKINS: Well, that’s pretty much what I’ve got. I had a lot of questions, but there was 
a lot of commonality between them. I think I’ve got, pretty much…Oh! There was a 
question I forgot to ask. This is your only concerto that has saxophones in the ensemble. 
And obviously, (the rest) can be played with orchestral winds or wind ensemble. And I 
saw at the bottom of, it might have been the blog post that you wrote when it was done. 
Where there is like a piano accompaniment coming soon, and then for orchestra. So, is 
that still in the works, and are there going to be saxophones in the orchestra version? 
BRYANT: That’s the question. I’m not actively working on it right now. Joe and I have 
been talking about it, trying to find funding, trying to find orchestras, finding any that are 
interested has not panned out. I would love to make one. I think the middle movement 
would be really fun to have strings… 
JENKINS: Oh yeah! 
BRYANT: Oh man! But that’s the question. I need saxophones for this concerto. Because 





haven’t sat down and started work on it. I haven’t made that decision yet, or tried to 
really go through with an eye toward, can I find a solution without saxophones? Or do I 
just need to make it that much less likely for an orchestra to play it by requiring 
saxophones? And how many do I need? Do I need a full section, can I get away with a 
couple in the section. I think I need at least one, probably two saxophones in the 
orchestra. Just because there’s some interplay. I love that, where you take the soloist and 
they interact with their section. I just love doing that, and I just think I’m going to 
probably have to have saxophones in the orchestra. Which means, probably no orchestras 
are ever going to play it. 
JENKINS: (Laughs) 
BRYANT: Sadly, but some day. I forgot writing that, I should probably take that down 
because people think I’m…someday, but who knows when. 
JENKINS: Gotcha 
BRYANT: I’d love to 
JENKINS: Totally understand that. And I’ve got one final question. Sorry, I was looking 
through my pages. This goes back to the Solace progression. You use it together a lot 
with the Creston idea. Was there something about the two that…I mean, you’re working 
with one idea. Is there a reason you chose that chord progression to work with it? Did the 
chicken come before the egg? What was… 
BRYANT: I’m trying to remember when I first started. I mean I use it in the third 
movement, so it was obviously in there. Wait, I do, don’t I? 
JENKINS: Yes, it’s at the end 
BRYANT: You know I wanted to reuse it for a long time, ever since Eric Whitacre said 
you’ve go to reuse this. He told me. And I really liked it. And there was something 
about…I spent some time playing around with it and the Creston motive over it and I 
found ways for them to interlock and be really satisfying. And so, I can’t remember 
beyond that. I don’t remember again the moment when I said, ‘This is what I’m doing.’ I 
think I just wanted to throw one other thing in there that I already knew and used and had 
played with before, and as a foil. And because they’re just straight chords, and give them 
harmonic (plays progression). Yeah. It does what I love a lot, which is minor chord then 
move down a half step from Bb minor to A major where you have the third as the 
common tone. I just love that chord progression. I always have since I heard it in a pop 
tune in the 80’s. It was Captain of her Heart, by…you probably don’t know that song. 
JENKINS: I don’t. 
BRYANT: It’s a really cheesey pop song. But man, it does that chord progression. And 
that’s the very first time I figured that out was in high school, I was like, ‘Oh’ So now I 






BRYANT: So it had that quality to it. And there’s something about the chromatic motion 
of the progression also like it could relate intuitively. They felt like they belonged 
together. And if I feel that, I don’t question it, I don’t analyze that. I just go.  
JENKINS: Yeah 
BRYANT: And it gave me some extra structure. More than just the Creston motive too. 
A little bit of extra material. 
JENKINS: Cool 
Well, Thank you again for your time. I really appreciate it. And thank you again for your 
music. I’ve enjoyed conducting it, and playing through this. It’s been a pleasure to kind 
of dig into this and find a lot of cool stuff. And thanks again for your time. I certainly 
appreciate it. Thank you, have a great rest of your day. 
BRYANT: Thanks, you too.  
End of Interview: 






Appendix C. Interview with Kevin Sedatole  
Conducted by Chet Jenkins 
March 17, 2018 over the phone 
 
 
JENKINS: I will try to keep this as concise as I can for you. But thank you again for 
giving me a call. 
 
SEDATOLE: Yeah, no problem. I’m sorry it’s taken so long. 
 
JENKINS: Not a problem. I understand. I understand totally. So, one of the first 
questions I have, what you could tell me, I’ve asked all the members of this, but what 
could you tell me about your recollection of the genesis of this work coming about? 
 
SEDATOLE: Well, we were at the American Bandmasters Association. I was actually 
just coming from Indy. Joe Lulloff was soloing with us on the Mackey Concerto. And my 
friend Howard Gourwitz was there, and Steven was there because we were closing the 
concert with the fifth movement of his Wind Ensemble Concerto. And, this was a post-
concert hang at a local establishment in Indianapolis. And one thing led to another. And 
Joe was like, ‘I want to get a piece from Steven.’ And I was like, ‘Howard, we want to 
get a piece from Steven.’ And it all just kind of happened late at night. 
 
JENKINS: Gotcha. One of the main reasons I wanted to talk to you was from your 
experience from the ensemble part. What were, to your memory, some of the major 
challenges or issues going through the rehearsal process with this piece? 
 
SEDATOLE: Well, one of the issues was the meter that Steven chose to write in the first 
movement. It wasn’t terrible, once they figured out what value of note was going to get 




SEDATOLE: But past the college ensemble, I’ve done this with a couple of high school 
groups now, and it just looSEDATOLE very foreign to them, because they’re not used to 








SEDATOLE: Of course, in the sections that the saxophone and bass take off by 
themselves. It’s definitely doable, but it is an issue at first, learning how to manage that. 
The end of the piece is difficult to manage, because of just the endurance of it. And the 
placement of the beat…it’s easy to get turned around in that thing. I know that when 
Jerry Junkin did it with Dallas Winds and Joe soloed. He asked me, ‘Did you guys have 
any issues with the end of the third movement?’ Like, yeah a bit, until we ran it enough 
times until it felt comfortable. It’s just changing meters enough to throw people. 
 




JENKINS: With regard with that section in the second movement where obviously the 
ensemble is going at half-note equals 45 and they take off. When you say, ‘managing’ 
that, is there anything that you’ve found to make that process work easier. 
 
SEDATOLE: Yeah, you have to have a bass player who feels very comfortable with a 
walking bass line and pushing the soloist. Which we did. That wasn’t a big deal. Not 
every bass player. In fact, when Dallas Winds performed it, Jerry brought down the bass 
player that I used, because he just didn’t want to fool with that. So it was just easier to do 
it that way. The bass player has to know what the saxophone is going to do basically. 
And they’ve got to have a good feel for each other. The same is true at the end of the 
second movement. Beginning and end. With the piano and the bass, which seems, not 
very difficult. But for the placement of those notes, to make sure they’re right on the 
money. And particularly if the saxophone soloist is going to stretch at all, it gets tedious, 
to play it exactly together. So it’s got to be a bass player who has a great sense of time, 
but also feel. And pianist too. Even though it’s not a very difficult part until you have to 
sit down to play it. 
 
JENKINS: (Laughs) That was one of my first thoughts when saw this for the first time. 
It’s so slow. Which is I think one of the cool things about when the sax and bass finally 
enter. You’ve had this tension for so long. 
 
SEDATOLE: That’s right. It definitely makes you wait. 
 
JENKINS: Besides obviously getting the bass player closer to the saxophonist was there 
anything that you did differently as far as seating or anything with the ensemble with this 
piece? 
 
SEDATOLE: Not really, not really. 
 






So, what elements of this piece, beyond obviously its affiliation with Prof. Lulloff, would 
make you consider programming this versus something like the Dahl or the Husa, or 
consider not programming it? 
 
SEDATOLE: I would program it because it’s different, and because it has some of this 
jazz element to it. I mean it was written very much with Joe Lulloff in mind. So it’s not 
everybody’s cup of tea, because not everybody can play, can just do the improvised jazz 
stuff. So, that’s a parameter right there that would cause some people not to do it, because 
of that. And I love the Dahl too. Joe and I just did it last fall. But Steven’s piece is very 
different sounding, and I like that. I don’t know. The cool thing about the saxophone 
repertoire is, is that because it’s such a young repertoire, everything seems very fresh. I 
always enjoy doing it. And I’ve been very fortunate because I’ve had fantastic faculty 
artists to work with. 
 
JENKINS: Sure…are there any other facets of this, any of your experiences of doing the 
work multiple times besides anything that you’ve already expressed to me that would be 
important for somebody to know down the road looking to do this work as a conductor. 
 
SEDATOLE: Well, there’s some very difficult parts with this. I did this with the Honor 
Band of America four or five years ago. And it was, particularly the flute parts, were very 
difficult. Because they’re so independent. That’s where this piece becomes challenging 
for high school students, because of the level of independence that each instrument’s got 
to play. Because it’s really conceived for wind ensemble, and not a concert band. So that 
one on a part thing, for high school kids particularly, there’s no place to hide. You either 
play your part or you don’t. And nobody else is going to. But to do it with a really big 
band, where there are multiple players on a part and all that. I just don’t think the piece 
works that well. Because it just covers so much. But I would say the rhythmic challenge 
of the piece, particularly in the first and the third movements, is most serious. And then, 
in the middle of the second movement, just the mass that the brass have to play with, and 
the pitch control. All of that. Particularly the horns. That’s a serious challenge.  
 
JENKINS: I was actually going to ask you about a couple of things here real quick. And 
that was going to be one of them. There’s so much muted brass, stopped horns, and a lot 
of times they’re playing chords that are built off of that Creston motive, so it’s really, 
really tight harmonies in there. So regardless of the level, how much time…and even too, 
with the variation of opening and closing over the mutes. Were those particularly, all the 
muted brass stuff…. 
 
SEDATOLE: Yeah, yeah. We spent a lot of time on that. Particularly in the recording 
session. We didn’t get it all right…I mean we had to rely on our sound editor a bit to help 
us out here and there. It’s just so exposed. We might get it on take, but there’s something 






JENKINS: Kind of along with that, the long glissandi with the trombones, that take place 
over a full bar of time and trying to make that even. How precise were you trying… 
 
SEDATOLE: I don’t know if it was super precise. I remember Steven working with our 
guys on it to get it exactly how he wanted it over the whole bar. Glassandi anyway is a bit 
ambiguous. So I don’t think it’s a big deal, but it was definitely something we had to 
match between players and that kind of thing.  
 
JENKINS: With the first movement especially, although it certainly exists in the third, 
you talk about the independence of playing. There are so many staggered entrances that 
occur a beat apart, a beat and a half apart. Did you find that to be…obviously with the 
high school groups I would imagine it would definitely be…. 
 
SEDATOLE: With the high school groups it was very difficult. With the college students 
it’s not. They love that challenge, and that’s why the college kids like to play in wind 
ensemble, because their parts are so individual. The top kids want to be the only person 
on their part. But the high school kids, much more difficult. So, for instance. When I did 
it for this Honor Band of America, I did the whole saxophone concerto and then did the 
last movement of the Mackey Symphony. And the saxophone concerto was much more 
difficult to put together than the Mackey was. It’s got more tutti playing. The concerto is 
just so individual, that proved to be challenging. But they pulled it off. I mean, it was 
great. When you’ve got a soloist like Lulloff and people are so enamored with that. 
They’ll forgive, or they won’t even be hearing what’s going on behind him. 
 
JENKINS: Well, thank you again. I really appreciate your time. 
 
SEDATOLE: Yeah, no problem. 
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